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Abstract 
 

Muhammad Asim SAJID 

Crystal and Particle Engineering: Pharmaceutical Cocrystals through 

Antisolvent and Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation Technologies 

Keywords: LLPS, Liquid-Liquid Phase Separation, Oiling out, Demixing, 

Amorphous Stabilisation, Cocrystallisation 

 

The effects of polymer concentration and solvents on cocrystal morphology of 

low solubility drugs were investigated, both of which had an impact. The 

melting temperatures also decreased with increasing polymer concentration. 

Placing the binding agent, benzene, at different interfaces induced 

morphological changes, such as formation of porous cocrystals. 

 

Previously liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) has been reported as a 

hindrance in the crystallisation process impeding further development.  A 

phase diagram was constructed, and different phases were categorised into 4 

types. After separation of the highly concentrated amorphous Oil Phase II, it 

was prone to gradual crystallisation. Crystallisation took place over 30-60 

minutes; this allowed the in-situ monitoring.  

 

A novel cocrystallisation technique was developed; from (LLPS). Cocrystals of 

indomethacin with saccharin and nicotinamide were obtained by mixing Oil 

Phase II with the coformers.  
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In-situ monitoring by spectroscopic had gradual changes in spectra; 

characteristic peaks increased in height and area with the formation of crystals 

until the reaction was complete. With crystal formation, the XRD spectra 

gradually had a sharper baseline due to a decrease in the amorphous 

indomethacin. The photoluminescence (PL) spectra displayed several peaks 

coupling into one large hump together with increasing intensity as the sample 

crystallised. There was a shift in the peak absorbance of the pure drug crystals 

obtained from LLPS and the indomethacin:saccharin cocrystal obtained from 

LLPS.  

 

Amorphous stabilisation was achieved by mixing polymer (PVP) with Oil 

Phase II. There were no changes to the XRD diffractogram as the sample did 

not undergo crystallisation.  
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 1 

1 Introduction 
 

Before a medicine receives marketing authorisation, it travels through various 

stages from discovery to toxicology reports, formulation design, stability 

studies and clinical trials. There are several challenges at every stage which 

must be overcome for progression onto the next step.  

 

The most common method of drug administration is via the oral route despite 

challenges with the absorption from the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Molecules 

often do not go past the pre-formulation stage due to their inherent properties 

that does not make them suitable candidates. Undesirable properties include 

impaired stability, light-sensitivity, low permeability, poor solubility and 

dissolution. Absorption is limited due to poor aqueous solubility, in turn, limits 

its bioavailability and therefore, the therapeutic effect. The active 

pharmaceutical ingredient (API) should reach the active site to exert a 

pharmacological effect. This must be within a reasonable amount of time 

without causing unbearable side effects. APIs with low solubilities require 

higher doses, potentially increasing the incidence of side effects and therefore, 

possibly decreasing compliance (Savjani et al. 2012). 

 

The biopharmaceutics classification system (BCS) is used to classify drugs 

into four classes according to their solubilities and permeabilities. Class II and 

IV contain drugs with low solubilities and therefore need to be formulated in a 

way that overcomes this limitation. There are approximately 40% of marketed 
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APIs, and 60-70% of those in the pipeline that have low solubilities (Lipinski et 

al. 2012).  Various techniques are employed to enhance solubilities including 

phospholipid-based drug delivery systems (Fong et al. 2015), lipid-based 

delivery systems, co-solvents (Majerik et al. 2007), polymeric nanoparticulate 

systems, crystal engineering (nanocrystal technology, cocrystal technology) 

emulsification, self-emulsifying drug delivery systems, liquisolid technology, 

micronisation, prodrugs, sold dispersions, salt formation, spray drying, the 

addition of surfactants (Vasconcelos et al. 2007), freeze-drying and P-efflux 

inhibition strategies.  

 

Micronisation is one of the most common strategies employed for solubility 

enhancement of APIs; the particle size is decreased which increases the 

surface area, therefore, increased wettability and enhancement in the 

dissolution of the formulation (Rasenack and Müller 2004). Prodrugs are the 

precursors to the APIs obtained by changing the molecule so that once it is in 

the body, it will undergo reactions (such as first pass metabolism) and change 

into the API. However, this is only beneficial for drugs whose prodrugs can 

become salts; if the drug is not ionisable, then it cannot be converted into a 

highly soluble salt. Hence, this method is not applicable to neutral drugs like 

spironolactone (a BCS Class II API) (Grecu et al. 2017).  

 

There are several crystal engineering approaches including solid dispersions, 

amorphisation, crystallisation and cocrystallisation. Solid dispersions consist 

of an amorphous API in a water-soluble polymer. This method improves the 

solubility of APIs, as amorphous drugs have improved solubility in comparison 
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to their crystalline counterparts (Khadka et al. 2014). Homogeneous mixing of 

components is essential as inadequate mixing may lead to failures. Usual 

techniques for amorphisation are freeze drying or spray drying. Solvents are 

used in spray drying during processing which impacts stability due to residual 

solvents in the final product.  Cocrystallisation processes have evolved from 

solvent based systems to solvent free methods. Milling technologies such as 

kneading, ball and vibratory milling are common solvent free methods. 

Besides, grinding for cocrystallisation can be both neat and liquid assisted. 

Advanced technologies for cocrystallisation that have been developed include: 

hot melt extrusion (HME), ultrasound, microwave and spherical crystallisation.  

 

Crystallisation is used in the pharmaceutical industry as a method of isolation 

and purification of compounds (including APIs and excipients) together as a 

process to obtain the required polymorph. The pharmaceutical industry invests 

billions into drug development to cure and prevent both existing and new 

diseases. One of the major hurdles in the process is the formulation of the 

active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) into an acceptable dosage form. 

Furthermore, if a drug cannot be formulated into a stable form, it fails to make 

it to the market. Both during and after processing the API must remain stable 

for approval by regulatory authorities. A considerable amount of focus is given 

to process development in all areas (including design, control and quality 

assurance) to ensure it is safe, efficient and cost effective. There is now a drive 

to innovate and invent new methodologies for formulating both existing and 

new APIs. Many APIs currently in the development pipeline have high 

molecular masses and in turn are more problematic to formulate.  
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Crystal engineering has been widely investigated more recently due to its 

proven ability to enhance the solubility of APIs with low solubilities. 

Cocrystallisation and amorphisation are two popular approaches employed 

within crystal engineering for improving solubility. Cocrystals are molecules 

that have both an API and coformer within the same crystal lattice. The 

coformer and API are held together by hydrogen bonds (Schultheiss and 

Newman 2009). Coformers are normally those molecules that fall under 

generally regarded as safe (GRAS) compounds. GRAS molecules vary greatly 

and can be highly soluble compounds.  

 

Cocrystals can be formed using several techniques; however, solution 

cocrystallisation is a common method that utilises one or a mixture of solvents. 

Besides, grinding either liquid assisted or neat are common methodologies for 

cocrystallisation (Sládková et al. 2014). Milling technologies in its various 

forms, including ball milling, vibratory milling, and kneading have been used 

for cocrystallisation (Baláž 2008). Advanced technologies for cocrystallisation 

have been developed, including utilisation of ultrasound, microwave assisted 

cocrystallisation, holt melt extrusion (HME) and spherical cocrystallisation 

(Aher et al. 2010; Pagire et al. 2013b). 

 

Solvent cocrystallisation methods have their drawbacks, lack of stability and 

large volumes of solvent required during processing. Cocrystals produced by 

non-solvent based methods have shown greater stabilities. 
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The research described here started as an investigation into antisolvent 

cocrystallisation, specifically determining if different polymorphs could be 

obtained by altering processing parameters. The processing parameters that 

were investigated were polymer concentration and solvent. Pagire et al. 

(2013b) investigated the effect of API to coformer ratio together with a good 

solvent, concluding that supersaturation levels had an impact on the 

polymorphic form. However, this research was to determine if solvents or 

inclusion of polymer, at different concentrations into the antisolvent, had 

similar effects.  

 

Several APIs were screened using the same processing parameters to 

determine morphological changes that occurred. In addition to antisolvent 

cocrystallisation, the research also considered other methods of 

cocrystallisation including; fusion, liquid assisted grinding, neat grinding and 

milling.  

 

Cocrystals have several advantages, some of which are mentioned in Figure 

1. Further details and advantages are discussed in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 1. Advantages of cocrystallisation 

During antisolvent cocrystallisation of indomethacin (IND) with dimethyl 

sulfoxide (DMSO) no cocrystals precipitated produced rather liquid-liquid 

phase separation (LLPS) occurred. LLPS formed two phases, a gel-like highly 

viscous phase (oily-phase) and a less viscous liquid-phase (an aqueous/non-

oily phase with “milk-like” consistency); the phenomenon is condition 

dependant. This can occur either by cooling of the solution (temperature 

induced) or by altering the solvent composition (solvent induced). The two 
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phases contain different solute concentrations. A higher amount of solute can 

present in the oily-phase with high supersaturation levels. Weak interaction 

forces between the molecules in the solution give rise phase separation 

(Vivarès and Bonneté 2004). The system becomes metastable due to 

increased liquid-liquid interactions leading to LLPS. 

 

The research, then, went onto determine what was happening in the 

phenomenon and characterise the phases to determine their compositions. 

Then the focus and aim were to separate the phases and characterise them. 

Several analytical methods were employed to determine that nature of the 

phases. It was concluded that the oily-phase was a highly supersaturated 

phase of IND in an amorphous state. In contrast, the liquid-phase had a lower 

concentration of IND together with most of the solvents. Typically, LLPS 

renders the batch as impracticable for crystallisation due to uncontrolled 

crystal growth. Recently many studies have focused on LLPS, altering 

parameters to avoid this unwanted phenomenon and its formation being 

unfavourable within the pharmaceutical industry. After phase separation and 

characterisation, the research focused on the feasibility of obtaining cocrystals 

from the oily-phase.  

 

Different methods were employed to produce cocrystals, including grinding the 

oily-phase with coformer as well as mixing it with the coformer. However, this 

novel method of cocrystallisation has the ability to increase the throughput of 

APIs on to the market that have previously been hindered due to LLPS. In-situ 

reaction monitoring has an added advantage over conventional processes, 
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enabling identification of when the reaction is complete. The research also 

focused on amorphous phase stabilisation, the oily-phase produced due to 

LLPS was amorphous; this phase was then stabilised. 

 

1.1 Research objectives and approach 

 

The main aim of this research was to explore solution cocrystallisation to 

produce metastable cocrystal polymorphs. The pharmaceutical industry is 

continually faced with challenges and opportunities due to molecules with low 

solubilities. There are several products both on the market and in the 

development pipeline that have limited solubility and bioavailability. Many of 

the products in development fail to make it to the market due to challenges in 

processing; therefore, looking towards unconventional processing methods is 

of interest. LLPS, a crystal engineering phenomenon can improve the solubility 

of poorly water-soluble APIs; its applications include cocrystal formation and 

amorphisation.  Figure 2 specifies the pharmaceutical applications of LLPS. 
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Figure 2. Pharmaceutical applications of LLPS 

Specific objectives of this research were: 

• Explore morphological changes in cocrystals due to polymer/solvent 

• Develop an understanding of LLPS 

• Investigate LLPS its formation and feasibility in producing cocrystals 

o Monitor reaction progress in situ 

 

A schematic presentation of the research project is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of the research structure
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1.2 Thesis Outline 
 

Chapter 2 provides a general background and is divided into 11 sections; the 

first section covers the challenges faced in formulating pharmaceutical drugs 

and how they are overcome. The following sections outline details of the 

crystallisation process, crystallisation techniques, liquid-liquid phase 

separation and cocrystallisation. Following this, an overview of the APIs, 

coformers, polymers and solvents is provided. The final section covers the 

characterisation methods. 

 

Chapter 3 describes the materials and methods adopted in this study.  The 

investigational methods are divided into two parts; antisolvent cocrystallisation 

and liquid-liquid phase separation. 

 

Chapter 4 contains the results and discussion of the effect of polymer and 

solvents on cocrystal morphology. An important outcome of this work was the 

formation of liquid-liquid phase separation. 

 

Chapter 5 investigates the LLPS of indomethacin, and a phase diagram is 

illustrates how LLPS can be avoided. The chapter also gives details of other 

APIs investigated for the formation of LLPS. A highly significant result of this 

work concludes what the indomethacin LLPS can be used for potentially. An 

important aspect of this work was to determine if the amorphous form from 

LLPS can be stabilised.  In addition to that, the research focused on whether 

LLPS could be used for cocrystal formation.  
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Chapter 6 explains the applications of indomethacin LLPS to generate a 

stabilised amorphous and cocrystal phases. Importantly, explaining how the 

amorphous phase can be stabilised and cocrystal produced from the oily-

phase separated during LLPS and used to form cocrystals. A major focus of 

this chapter is to explain how crystal growth occurs and the in-situ monitoring 

of the reaction. Chapter 6 also provides details of the solubility of the cocrystal.  

 

Chapter 7 provides an overall summary, discussion and conclusions. This 

brings together understanding from all the previous chapters. This chapter 

also looks at what other potential APIs would advantage by the methodology 

employed in this thesis. Additionally, considering what other solvents and 

factors may be considered. Moreover, Chapter 7 reflects on if stability of the 

APIs produced using the methodologies employed here will be an issue. The 

limitations and advantages of the techniques employed here to monitor the 

reaction in-situ including the XRD, FluroMax and Raman spectrometers are 

also covered. The chapter closes the thesis with the scope for future work, 

including next steps. Consideration has been given to potential alterations that 

would be made in this research if repeated. 

 

Chapter 8 contains references cited within this thesis 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Oral drug delivery and bioavailability 

 

Drugs are delivered to humans via various routes, including oral, nasal, 

topical, rectal, intravenous and intramuscular administrations. The most 

common and preferred route of drug administration is the oral route despite 

challenges with the absorption from the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, as not all 

drugs have optimal drug solubility and permeability. Drugs are classified in 

terms of these properties into four classes in the biopharmaceutics 

classification system (BCS) as shown in the figure below: 

 

Figure 4. Diagram of BCS Classifications. 

Active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) in BCS Classes II and IV have low 

solubilities that need to be overcome to improve their bioavailabilities; 

currently, there are approximately 40% of marketed compounds and 60-70% 

of compounds in the pipeline that fall into these classes (Lipinski et al. 2012).  
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The rate limiting process of absorption for BCS Class II drugs is the dissolution 

step, therefore, formulation playing a vital role in how much of the drug will be 

absorbed from the GI tract (Ghadi and Dand 2017). Many different methods 

have been suggested to improve the oral bioavailability of these active 

molecules. Methods include phospholipid-based drug delivery systems (Fong 

et al. 2015), lipid based delivery systems, polymeric nanoparticulate systems, 

crystal engineering (nanocrystal technology, cocrystal technology) 

emulsification, self-emulsifying drug delivery systems, liquisolid technology, 

sold dispersions, salt formation, spray drying, freeze drying and P-efflux 

inhibition strategies. Figure 5 shows different possible solid-state crystal forms 

for a generic API. 

 

 
Figure 5. Different possible solid-state pharmaceutical crystal forms for a 

generic API (Cerreia Vioglio et al. 2017) 
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These strategies have all shown improvements in bioavailability; however, 

their success is dependent upon the physiochemical nature of the molecules 

under study. Adequate bioavailability enhancement of drugs with very low 

aqueous solubility cannot be achieved by the increased dissolution rate. The 

effective surface area for dissolution is reduced in cases like this, thereby 

limiting bioavailability. Recently, crystal engineering has shown to produce 

more fruitful results in improving solubility, dissolution rate and, therefore, the 

bioavailability of the APIs. Crystal engineering provides a pathway in which 

suitable molecules with the desired dissolution characteristics can be 

manufactured whilst preserving the therapeutic properties as required. 

Compounds with low aqueous solubility are the ideal candidates for the 

application of crystal engineering techniques to improve their bioavailability 

(Blagden et al. 2007).  

 

Materials can be in several different forms including amorphous (in which 

molecules are randomly arranged in no fixed pattern) and crystalline (in which 

the molecules are arranged in a repeated 3-dimensional fixed pattern that 

forms the crystal lattice). The properties and arrangement of the molecules 

has an impact on the function and properties of the substance, including its 

colour, appearance, melting point and effect upon the body. The molecules in 

a crystalline material are held together by non-covalent forces, namely 

hydrogen bonds, halogen bonds or - interactions. Deep understanding of 

the process will enable the production of a product with the optimal properties. 
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Many studies have focused on crystallisation and, more recently, 

cocrystallisation.  

 

Crystal engineering, together with particle engineering, has been employed to 

overcome problems in formulating drugs. Crystal engineering allows the 

production of molecules with improved tabletability and physical stability 

properties. Crystal engineering has been used to minimise the size of the 

formulations in drugs, especially those which are high-loading (Perumalla and 

Sun 2014). Improving the flowability of powders is one of many applications of 

engineering. The flowability of a powder for tabletting must be better than 

Avicel PH102, and its tensile strength should reach 2 MPa. These measures 

must be considered when producing powders for tabletting. 

 

Interest in crystal engineering has rapidly increased due to their inherent 

desirable properties, such as greater thermodynamic stability in comparison 

to their amorphous form (Mulye et al. 2012). Crystallisation can also be used 

for purification of an impure input feed by producing a crystal that has the 

desired shape, size and purity. 

 

Generally, amorphous forms have better solubility than crystal forms; 

however, the latter has greater stability and is therefore preferred. The crystal 

forms have greater stability as the medium in which the crystallisation process 

takes place has a higher energy state, and crystallisation is achieved as the 

system reaches a lower free energy state. APIs should have adequate 

properties such as stability and solubility. Crystals of APIs can exist in one or 
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more polymorphic forms and different enantiomers can arise during the 

synthesis of chiral compounds. Many techniques have been used to improve 

the properties of APIs. Properties that can be improved include solubility, 

dissolution, physical stability, bioavailability, photostability and chemical 

instabilities. 

 

Crystallisation has been used widely by the pharmaceutical industry to purify 

and isolate compounds. 
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2.2 Process of crystallisation  
 

Crystallisation arises from three different mediums: a solution, melt or 

amorphous solid of the material. Crystals are formed to achieve a lower free 

energy state. Initially, the crystal nuclei are formed under the influence of the 

environmental conditions, and this can have an impact on the evolution of 

crystal habitat and polymorph. In addition, the starting medium may have an 

impact on the final crystal structure. 

 

Crystal growth and nucleation is a widely discussed topic in literature (Blagden 

et al. 2007). Nucleation is the process in which the atoms or molecules 

assemble into a crystal within a solution, melt or amorphous solid at the 

nucleation temperature Tn together with the ability to grow into an irreversible 

larger size. A non-linear increase in the number of crystals is observed initially, 

and then the number of crystals increases linearly over time (Yuritsyn 2015). 

The critical number of molecules that undergo this phase change initially 

become a cluster. 

 

In the classic nucleation theory, a spatially homogeneous system where 

particles aggregate to form clusters of the new phase is assumed. It is also 

assumed that, as well as particles being added to the new phase, they leave 

the new phase (Gutzow and Schmelzer 2013). 

 

It has been mentioned that there are three main factors which control the 

crystallisation process in liquids, these being thermodynamic, kinetic, and 
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molecular recognition (Swarbrick and Boylan 2007). These factors control both 

the rate and mechanisms of the process. However, no universally accepted 

theory describes the growth rate of crystals, with the number of reactions, 

studies have focused on the particular reaction (Crundwell 2016). While they 

are all important and require consideration, the essential factors are kinetic, 

which lead to reproducible crystals. Kinetic factors include supersaturation, 

nucleation rate, growth rate, dissolution rate, evaporation rate, heating/cooling 

rate and antisolvent addition rate. There are three main stages of 

crystallisation: supersaturation (in solution-based crystallisation), nucleation 

and crystal growth.  

 

2.2.1 Solubility and supersaturation 

 

Solubility is the maximum amount of a compound or molecule that can fully 

dissolve in a solvent at a specified temperature and pressure known as the 

equilibrium state. A solution in the equilibrium state is known as a saturated 

solution. Solubility is fixed under the conditions; however, it will be changed by 

the presence of foreign particles (such as impurities) and the size of crystals 

within the medium. Dissolving more solute than the maximum value in the 

equilibrium state is called supersaturation (Flowers et al. 2019). The system 

will be in a metastable state. A supersaturated state is required for 

crystallisation to take place as the system will try and become more stable; 

however, crystallisation is not guaranteed as nucleation is required. Nucleation 

requires more energy than that of crystal growth; therefore, crystal growth may 

occur in one region with suppression of spontaneous nucleation. The 
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difference in the chemical potential between the saturated and supersaturated 

solutions is the driving force for nucleation (Swarbrick and Boylan 2007). 

 

 

Figure 6. Methods to create a supersaturated state in solutions 
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2.2.2 Nucleation 

 

Nucleation is one of the fundamental aspects in crystallisation, and its 

consideration is paramount in pharmaceutical product development. 

Nucleation can take place at any point during the manufacturing process in 

which supersaturation is achieved as well as after manufacturing, such as the 

environment in which the drug is stored may lead to disassociation of weak 

bases, hence altering the pH. In addition, the GI tract is acidic, therefore in 

supersaturation after administration, all aspects need to be considered. 

 

Nucleation is of two main types: 

i. Homogenous  

Ture homogeneous nucleation can only be achieved in a specially 

designed system that is free from foreign elements (Wypych 2016). 

Usually, it occurs in small volumes (<100 L); such as single droplets 

when there is only one compound/molecule present (Sear 2014). 

ii. Heterogeneous (surface catalysed) 

Surface catalysed can be of two types; in secondary surface catalysed 

nucleation the catalyst is the surface of the crystallising solutes (Kobe 

1957). Whereas in heterogeneously catalysed nucleation crystallisation 

is induced by interfaces or surfaces of molecules or substances other 

than the crystallising solutes (Stieger and Liebenberg 2012). 
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Figure 7. Types of nucleation (Self drawn) 

The number of nuclei formed per until volume per unit time is known as the 
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behaviour. Limitations in regards to the simplistic nature of CNT have been 
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nucleation processes (Zahn 2015). 
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properties, such as activities and the impact on the crystals to influence crystal 

growth as required (Ward 1997). The significance of the impurities in a medium 

can be reduced significantly by purification processes, such as filtration. 

 

Secondary nucleation is catalysed by the presence of crystal faces of the 

solute being crystallised within the system upon which the molecules react. 

Utilising secondary nucleation to produce crystals within a low supersaturated 

solution is more readily done (Mullin 2001). Several mechanisms by which 

secondary nucleation occurs have been described: 

• Initial breeding – small amounts of crystalline matter introduced by the 

addition of a seed crystal 

• Needle breeding – detachment of weak outgrowths 

• Polycrystalline breeding – fragmentation of weak polycrystalline mass 

• Collision breeding – interaction between the vessel or other crystals 

within the medium 

 

Secondary nucleation allows the control of size and type of crystals produced, 

as well as decoupling nucleation and crystal growth, allowing better control 

overall (Wong et al. 2013). 

 

2.2.3 Crystal growth 

 

As thermodynamically stable nuclei grow into larger crystals, this process is 

known as crystal growth. This is a vital step which has an impact on the final 

crystals produced and hence their properties, including polymorph produced, 
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mechanical properties and the size. Crystal growth has several steps, which 

include transport of the growth unit, adsorption at the impingement site, 

diffusion from the impingement to the site of growth and, finally, incorporation 

into the lattice (Swarbrick and Boylan 2007). Any of these factors can limit 

crystal growth and can be known as the rate limiting steps. The rate limiting 

steps are divided into two types, either at the diffusion step, the movement of 

molecules to the site of incorporation or the surface integration stage, at which 

incorporation of molecules into the crystal lattice takes place. 

 

2.2.4 Polymorphism 

 

Polymorphs are crystal lattices of the same molecules that have different 

shapes. Alternative polymorphs have different properties such as melting 

point, solubility, stability, flowability and dissolution rate. Understanding of the 

polymorphic form is important for processing and it is also a requirement for 

regulatory approval. 

 

Undesired polymorphs can arise for many reasons, including a lack of 

understanding and lack of control of process parameters. Metastable 

polymorphs can arise while manufacturing; however, they may transform into 

more stable polymorphs by the end of the process. Furthermore, polymorphic 

transformation can take place after manufacturing, leading to undesired 

consequences. The same polymorphs can always be obtained by using the 

same manufacturing conditions (Dunitz and Bernstein 1995). 
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2.3 Crystallisation techniques 
 

There are several techniques of crystallisation including solvent evaporation, 

antisolvent, cooling, vapour diffusion, solvent diffusion, reactant diffusion, 

sublimation, convection, liquid assisted and neat grinding. Details of some 

crystallisation techniques are given in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8. Different methods of crystallisation (Compiled using information from 

(Holden and Morrison 1960; Laudise 1970; Skook 1976; Stout and Jensen 

1989)) 
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There are solvent based and solvent-free techniques for crystallisation. Some 

solvent based techniques are given in Figure 8. Solvent-free techniques 

include sublimation, fusion (thermal), de-solvation of solvates, grinding and 

crystallisation of a melt (Guillory, 1999). Technique selection depends on both 

the starting material and required final product characteristics. Aspects of 

starting materials that require consideration include quantity and properties. 

The final characteristics that can be influenced by technique selection include 

purity, particle size distribution, polymorph and morphology.  Some techniques 

are not suitable, i.e. thermolabile molecules may not be suitable for processing 

by convection. Solvent-free techniques can be employed to form different 

polymorphs that otherwise cannot be obtained by solvent crystallisation or 

possibly obtaining crystals with improved stability (Stieger and Liebenberg 

2012). Solvent based methods often require large amounts of solvents that 

can be hazardous and expensive; hence it is advantageous to employ solvent-

free methods. Solvent-free methods have been gaining popularity due to being 

considered as green methods (Sarkar and Rohani 2015). The following 

sections provide advantages and disadvantages of some solvent based 

methods. 

 

2.3.1 Solvent evaporation 

 

Solvent evaporation is one of the most commonly employed methods of 

crystallisation. Initially, a suitable solvent for the molecule being crystallised 

must be found. Advantages of this method include small quantities of materials 
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can be crystallised, production of pure and single crystals. Limitations of this 

method include time taken for crystals to form and formation of solvates. 

 

2.3.2 Anti-solvent 

 

Anti-solvent methods take advantage of the reduction of solubility of the 

molecule in the antisolvent leading to supersaturation and precipitation of 

crystals. This technique can be a useful alternative to cooling crystallisation 

when the solubility of the molecule is less in the solvent mixture in comparison 

to the pure solvent. This technique can be carried out at temperatures near to 

ambient temperatures; therefore, less energy demanding. There are several 

advantages, including controls of morphology, purity, yield and size 

distribution (Wang et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2015). Main disadvantages of 

antisolvent crystallisation include low yields and several steps. 

 

2.3.3 Cooling 

 

Cooling crystallisation requires the molecule being crystallised to be dissolved 

into the solvent, and the temperature decreased. Advantages of this method 

include the formation of pure crystals and scalability. Potentially solvents can 

be hazardous, making this technique undesirable.  

 

2.3.4 Solvent, reactant and vapour diffusion 

 

Solvent, vapour and reactant diffusion have an advantage over other 

techniques as small amounts of sample can be used. Potentially hazardous 
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materials (solvents/reactants/vapour) can make these methods undesirable 

and their lack of scalability.  

 

2.3.5 Sublimation 

 

Volatile molecules can be crystallised using sublimation for which this 

technique is preferable. Main disadvantages of this technique are lack of 

scalability and costs associated. 
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2.4 Liquid-liquid phase separation 
 

APIs are prone to aggregation within an aqueous environment; Feng et al. 

(2005) reported that 21% of randomly selected 298 drug-like molecules 

showed behaviour characteristic of promiscuous aggregation. Some 

molecules predicted to be non-aggregators showed similar behaviour; 

therefore, it can be concluded that the phenomenon can occur with any drug 

molecule. Commonly aggregation occurs when the aqueous diluent is added 

to an API-organic solvent solution (Ilevbare and Taylor 2013).  

 

Aggregation has been observed frequently for chemically diverse molecules, 

and its understanding from all aspects is crucial; however, the underlying 

issues causing aggregation are not well understood. Aggregation occurs at a 

specific molecular concentration; further addition of solute does not contribute 

to an increase in concentration. This implies that there is a maximum solute 

concentration for compounds that aggregate. As the thermodynamics of the 

aggregation phenomenon are not yet well understood, the concentration at 

which this occurs cannot be predicted. However, as the aggregate formation 

is reproducible at a well-defined concentration (critical aggregation 

concentration; CAC), the amount of aggregate increases with increasing 

solute concentration while the concentration of free solute remains constant, 

in addition to the aggregates diluting upon addition of solvent, this suggests 

that liquid-liquid phase separation (LLPS) is occurring (Ilevbare and Taylor 

2013).  
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Figure 9. Schematic of process of LLPS formation from aggregation in solution 

LLPS (also known as oiling out, de-mixing) is a common phenomenon that 

occurs in many solutions of polymers, proteins and organic compounds 

(Groen and Roberts 2001; Maeda et al. 2001; Veesler et al. 2003; Lafferrère 

et al. 2004; Tung et al. 2009).  

 

Several studies have reported the formation of LLPS, Duffy et al. (2012) 

reported that the API-solvent solution was prone to LLPS upon cooling or 

saturating it at high temperatures (>36°C). Lu et al. (2012a) described the 

formation of LLPS by starting with high concentrations of idebenone and 

described two types of oily-phases forming. Overall studies have tried to 

crystallise APIs, characterise the phases, explore factors that influence LLPS 

formation such as pH (Indulkar et al. 2015). Shifting the pH to make it more 
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alkaline directed the formation of LLPS due to the amorphous solubility being 

less at the higher pH (Sai Krishna Anand et al. 2018). Amongst this, 

techniques in which to avoid the formation of LLPS (Derdour 2010). 

 

Factors that increase the probability of LLPS occurring are outlined in Figure 

10. 

 

Figure 10. Major factors that increase the possibility of LLPS formation 

(Adapted from (Tung et al. 2009; Kawakami et al. 2019)) 

Aqueous systems with hydrophobic molecules/APIs with high melting points 

undergo LLPS in the metastable region of the phase diagram. Hydrophobic 

molecules have high Log P values and are unable to interact with water 

molecules due to their limited miscibility energetically; therefore, a second 

phase forms that has a high concentration of the solute. The solution is said 

to be supersaturated in regard to crystalline solubility. A solution with several 

High supersaturation

Rapid generation of supersaturation

High levels of impurities

Multi-drug/molecular systems
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different APIs can undergo LLPS at lower concentrations than single-drug 

solutions for LLPS (Kawakami et al. 2019). 

 

During LLPS, two distinct phases appear in a medium under certain 

conditions. LLPS can occur either by cooling of the mixture (temperature 

induced) or by altering the solvent composition (solvent induced). 

 

Cooling crystallisation has been established as a common method for 

purification of APIs for processing. During cooling crystallisation and scale up, 

LLPS has been reported to occur. Monitoring with FBRM the total count 

increased during oil phase formation. Tres et al. (2018) found the occurrence 

of LLPS occurring during solubilisation of amorphous solid dispersions (ASD) 

due to the molecular concentration exceeding the aqueous amorphous 

solubility; ASDs are prone to produce supersaturated solutions upon 

dissolution. Several other ASDs are susceptible to LLPS, including griseofulvin  

(Kawakami et al. 2019). 

 

The two phases contain different solute and solvent concentrations, higher in 

the oily phase, increasing the supersaturation levels. Weak interaction forces 

between the molecules in the solution give rise phase separation (Vivarès and 

Bonneté 2004). The system becomes metastable due to increased liquid-liquid 

interactions leading to LLPS. The phases have different compositions, one of 

the phases is solute rich and the other solvent rich. 
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This phenomenon is generally unwanted due to inferior properties of the 

resulting crystals such as lack of purity, morphology and crystal size. It has 

been reported that after LLPS, no crystals formed resulting in the modification 

of the method to prevent LLPS (Daver et al. 2017). These have to be 

considered when working with LLPS susceptible mixtures. Complications of 

LLPS formation include sticking of the oily phase within processing vessels 

causing a hindrance.  

 

Indomethacin (IND) has considerably high solubility in dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO), the solution formed is clear yellow, as shown in Figure 11. Addition 

of water to this solution gives rise to LLPS, Figure 12 shows two distinct 

phases, both of which are opaque. Similarly, LLPS occurred in a solution 

containing lysozyme molecules upon the addition of salt, due to an increase 

in attractive forces to which solubility was strongly correlated (Vivarès and 

Bonneté 2004).  Therefore, an increase in attractive interactions and limited 

solubility of IND upon addition of water must be responsible for this effect. 

 

 

Figure 11 - IND-DMSO solution 
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Figure 12 - IND-DMSO solution with addition of water showing LLPS 

There are two types of oiling out as classified by Derdour (2010): 

1. Both phases contain the solute but varying concentrations in the two 

phases. This type of oiling out occurs when a mixture of solvents is 

used (Veesler et al. 2006; Lu et al. 2012a). The possible driving force 

for LLPS is the affinity of the compound for a particular solvent. 

2. One phase contains the solvents, whereas the other consists of the 

solute as a very heavy oil-like phase. This usually occurs when very 

high levels of supersaturation are achieved. Therefore there is very little 

time for crystal growth for its size and shape to be controlled; therefore, 

LLPS occurs, making the system more thermodynamically stable or 

metastable (Duffy et al. 2012). LLPS can be prevented by lowering the 

concentration and altering the temperature (Lu et al. 2012b). 

There are many reported reasons for LLPS to occur including solvent polarity, 

polarizability, dielectric constant, molecular size, H-bonding character, 

cohesive energy density, solvent ratios (Du et al. 2016), high electrolyte 

concentration (Wada et al. 2016) and differences in molecular weights 

between the solvents and solutes (Derdour 2010; Lu et al. 2012a). LLPS is 
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driven by self-association of solute molecules using hydrophobic interactions 

and self-association of the solvent molecules via dipoles/H-bonding (Derdour 

2010) [weak interactions coulombic repulsion, hard-sphere repulsion and van 

der Waals attraction (Sun et al. 2018)]. LLPS occurs when Gibbs free energy 

of the system is greater than 0 or negative in regard to unmixed components 

(Deneau and Steele 2005). Overall, it can be said that LLPS formation is 

enthalpy driven.  

 

Gibbs free energy of mixing of a binary mixture is given by: 

𝐺𝑚𝑖𝑥 = 𝑥𝐴(
𝐴

− 
𝐴
∗ ) + 𝑥𝐵(

𝐵
− 

𝐵
∗ ) 

Equation 1. Gibbs free energy of mixing (Deneau and Steele 2005) 


𝐴
∗  𝑎𝑛𝑑 

𝐵
∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵 


𝐴

 𝑎𝑛𝑑 
𝐵

𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 

𝑥𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑥𝐵 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑦 

 

Despite the drawbacks of LLPS, it has advantages, including the formation of 

spherical particles (Veesler et al. 2006). Takasuga and Ooshima (2015) 

reported the formation of larger crystals by LLPS crystallisation than single 

phase crystallisation.  
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2.4.1 Process analytical technologies 

 

Process understanding is vital in the pharmaceutical industry and has been 

further enhanced by the current drive by regulatory authorities. The Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) has a desire to increase the use of process 

analytical technologies (PAT) (Chow et al. 2008). PAT tools allow in-situ 

reaction monitoring leading to better understanding and design of the 

processes. Utilising PAT tools, including Raman, FTIR, XRD, and 

photoluminescence, allow a better understanding of LLPS. 

 

2.4.2 Challenges in LLPS crystallisation  

 

There are several challenges and complexities in crystallisation after LLPS 

has occurred. LLPS is usually undesired during crystallisation and renders the 

batch as unusable due to the oily phase sticking to elements of the processing 

equipment. Furthermore, the solute rich phase (oily phase) is a good solvent 

for impurities. As per the Ostwald rule, LLPS occurs before crystallisation, and 

this has been shown experimentally by Vivares and Bonnete (2004). Lauric 

acid solubilised in aqueous ethanol also underwent LLPS prior to 

crystallisation (Maeda et al. 2001). However, it is to be noted that nucleation 

and subsequently, crystallisation can occur directly without LLPS but the 

aggregation of a densified phase (Vekilov 2010; Ilevbare and Taylor 2013; 

Tres et al. 2018). Subsequent crystallisation from LLPS can lead to the 

production of different polymorphs due to the uncontrolled nature of crystal 

growth. Uncontrolled less ordered crystal growth occurs due to the high 
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volume fraction produced by LLPS (Anderson and Lekkerkerker 2002). 

Nucleation is hindered by LLPS occurring within the metastable zone, and 

when nucleation takes place, it is within droplets (Duffy et al. 2012). Also, LLPS 

slows down nucleation due to the production of the first stable/metastable 

liquid phase according to Ostwald rule of stages (Lu et al. 2012a). The stability 

towards the solubility curve of the phases depends on the interparticle pair 

potential (Vivarès and Bonneté 2004). The slower nucleation rate allows visual 

observation of crystal growth and in-situ monitoring of the reaction by 

spectroscopic methods. However, crystallisation is still possible by altering the 

conditions, and the addition of a seed has previously led to crystal growth 

(Patience et al. 2004). Crystallisation through LLPS has been reported to 

produce crystals with higher impurities which easily agglomerate (Sun et al. 

2018). Less hydrophilic molecules are not very polar and have a lack of 

anchoring sites; therefore, more prone to oil out (Guillory 2003). A molecule 

with many anchoring sites will crystallise in a more organised way from a 

solvent without oiling out. 

 

Traditionally LLPS is a drawback of antisolvent crystallisation occurring due to 

an unsuitable pair of solvents together with the processing conditions (Zhao et 

al. 2013). Once LLPS occurs, a batch is rendered useless and discarded due 

to uncontrolled crystallisation (Tung 2009). O’Grady (2017) stated that 

crystallisation will subsequently occur after LLPS. However, this is disputed as 

the attempt to crystallise an antiandrogen was inhibited due to LLPS, and 

despite efforts to stimulate crystallisation, nucleation did not occur (Daver et 

al. 2017). LLPS has its advantages such as the production of spherical 
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particles, larger crystals, production of several polymorphs within a system 

including metastable polymorphs (Bonnett et al. 2003; Sun et al. 2018).  

 

2.4.3 Rate of LLPS crystallisation 

 

Nucleation with LLPS has been reported to occur within oil droplets, followed 

by crystal growth (Sun et al. 2018). After LLPS, the system then undergoes a 

liquid-crystal transition. Crystallisation occurs in both the liquid and oily phase. 

The rate of crystallisation is limited once LLPS occurs. It has been 

hypothesised that the rate of crystallisation in the liquid phase is limited due to 

competition between both crystal and oily phase formation (Vivarès and 

Bonneté 2004). Whereas in the oily phase, the molecules are in an “arrested” 

gel-like state, therefore slowing crystal growth.  
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2.5 Cocrystallisation 
 

Cocrystallisation is a crystal engineering approach that has gathered 

considerable interest within the last decade together with the licencing of the 

first cocrystal drug (Entresto®, sacubitril:valsartan) by the FDA (Wang et al. 

2018). A cocrystal consists of two different compounds, normally an API with 

a coformer, held together in the same crystal lattice by non-covalent 

interactions, more often than not, hydrogen bonds in a defined stoichiometric 

ratio. Cocrystal formation is a more recently established method of improving 

the solubility of poorly soluble compounds, and their desired hygroscopy, 

bioavailability, stability and photostability (Alsirawan et al. 2016). Furthermore, 

as cocrystals are considered analogous to new polymorph of the API from a 

regulatory perspective, possibly streamlining the approval process (FDA 

2018). However, from an intellectual property point of view, they are 

patentable, which is an economic advantage over other methods used in 

improving the bioavailability of a compound.  

 

Elder et al. states that currently, there is no universally accepted definition of 

cocrystals; however, it is accepted that they consist of two different molecules 

within the same crystal lattice. The component properties of the constituents 

in cocrystals are not agreed upon. Elder et al. (2013) explains the differences 

between salts and cocrystals, together with their advantages, by illustrating 

the example of escitalopram and oxalic acid. Cocrystals do not have proton 

transfer between the molecules; if there is proton transfer between ionic 

molecules, the new entity will potentially be a salt (FDA 2018). The FDA (2018) 
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defines cocrystals as: “Crystalline materials composed of two or more different 

molecules, one of which is the API, in a defined stoichiometric ratio within the 

same crystal lattice that are associated by non-ionic and non-covalent bonds”. 

 

Cocrystals have a clear advantage over salts, firstly, as not all molecules (i.e. 

non-ionic) can be made into salts and cocrystals tend to have better stability. 

Furthermore, it can be deduced that a crystal lattice consisting of two natural 

components without covalent interactions is defined as a cocrystal (Elder et 

al. 2013). It was stated that salt formation is a commonly used method to 

increase the solubility and dissolution rate of drugs. The most soluble form 

may not be the most ideal as it may be prone to degradation by enhanced 

hydrolysis. Similar limitations apply to cocrystals; therefore, a compromise 

must be made between stability and solubility (Elder et al. 2013). 

 

There are many different methods by which cocrystals can be obtained, all 

methods that are capable of combining a coformer with an API through non-

covalent interactions are known as cocrystallisation techniques. The 

techniques are either solvent-based or solvent-free. These include neat (dry) 

grinding, liquid-assisted grinding, reaction crystallisation, solvent evaporation, 

supercritical fluid technology, twin screw extrusion, freeze-drying, hot melt 

extrusion, spray-drying, using a floating foam in a sonic bath and high pressure 

(Karki et al. 2007; Morrison et al. 2013; Karimi-Jafari et al. 2018). More recent 

methods have been developed to form cocrystals, including microwave-

assisted cocrystallisation, microwave-assisted subcritical water processing 
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technology and spherical crystallisation (Pagire et al. 2013a; Pagire et al. 

2013b). 

 

Table 1 outlines mechanisms, main advantages and disadvantages of solvent-

based cocrystallisation methods; details for solvent-free methods are given in 

Table 2. 
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Table 1. Solvent-based cocrystallisation methods mechanisms, main advantages and disadvantages (Adapted from (Zhang et al. 

2007; Childs et al. 2008; Padrela et al. 2009; Aher et al. 2010; Cho et al. 2010; Padrela et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2015; 

Sarraguça et al. 2015; Yamamoto et al. 2016; Rodrigues et al. 2018))  

Technique Mechanism Main advantages Main disadvantages 

Solvent 

evaporation 

API and coformer are dissolved into a 

solvent  

Solvent is removed, and crystals are 

obtained 

In cocrystallisation different 

stoichiometric ratios of API and 

coformer need to be used due to 

different solubilities 

Simple methodology and 

apparatus 

Efficacy in screening and 

laboratory scale 

Single compounds crystals 

formation 

Environmental hazardous 

Solvates formation 

Difficult to scale-up 

Reaction or 

precipitation 

The solubility of the API/coformer 

system is reduced, supersaturation is 

the driving force for cocrystallisation 

Single compounds crystals 

prevention 

Environmental hazardous 

Solvates formation 

Difficult to scale-up 
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which is achieved by adding an excess 

of a cocrystal component 

Cooling The coformer and API are added to the 

solvent which is heated to achieve 

dissolution after which the system is 

cooled. Cooling saturates the system 

which enables cocrystallisation. 

Easily scalable Environmental hazardous 

Anti-solvent 

addiction 

The API and coformer are dissolved in 

a solution. 

The antisolvent is added, which 

reduces the solubility leading to 

precipitation of cocrystals. 

High purity cocrystals 

High control of cocrystal 

properties (use of different and 

mixed solvents) 

Carried out at ambient 

temperature 

Low yield 

Several steps 

Several requirements about 

solvents (both solvents must be 

miscible, cocrystal must have 

lower solubility in solvents 

mixture) 

Environmental hazardous 

Difficult to scale-up 
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Slurry API and coformer contact the solvent 

independently as they have different 

solubilities they dissolve separately. 

Component concentrations decrease 

with cocrystal growth. This 

undersaturation provokes gradual 

dissolution and posterior 

cocrystallisation. 

Simple methodology and 

apparatus 

Single compounds crystals 

prevention 

Efficacy in screening and 

laboratory scale 

Environmentally hazardous 

(small amounts of solvent) 

Difficult to scale-up 

Ultrasound 

assisted 

Ultrasonic waves provide energy that 

allows nucleation at a lower 

supersaturation level. This method is 

used in conjunction with slurry/solvent 

cocrystallisation. 

Efficacy in screening and 

laboratory scale 

High purity cocrystals 

Difficult to scale-up 
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Supercritical fluid 

technology (SCF) 

A gas is compressed and heated until a 

critical point.  The SCF is miscible with 

solvents which causes an antisolvent 

effect. Therefore, this promotes 

precipitation of cocrystals. 

Versatility on the SCF role 

Single step process 

Avoids solvates/hydrates 

formation (CSS technique, 

using liquid CO2) 

Environmental hazardous 

Several requirements about 

solvents (SAS and AAS) 

Single compounds crystals 

formation (CSS) 

Freeze drying Equimolar quantities of the coformer 

and API are dissolved into an 

appropriate solvent. The solution is 

subjected to fast freezing, followed by a 

high vacuum which reduces the 

surrounding pressure causing solvent 

sublimation. It produces a low-density 

powder generally in an amorphous 

state.  Cocrystallisation will take place if 

Single step process 

Continuous process 

Easily scalable 

Single compounds crystals 

prevention 

Environmental hazardous 
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the product is below the glass transition 

temperature in amorphous form.  

Electrospray A liquid is dispersed into droplets or 

ions by disabling the surface tension 

forces of the solvent using electric 

forces. The solvent evaporates which 

induces supersaturation and in turn 

cocrystallisation. 

Efficacy in screening 

Single step 

High purity cocrystals 

High yield 

Use of organic solvents (low 

quantities) 

Spray drying Liquid is dispersed within a drying gas 

which forms a mist of droplets with a 

reduced particle size. The formed 

droplets and drying gas interact at an 

adequate temperature which leads to 

solvent vaporisation, and the cocrystals 

can be collected. 

Single step process 

Continuous process 

Easily scalable 

Single compounds crystals 

prevention 

Environmental hazardous 
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Vapour-diffusion Organic solvent vapour is used as a 

catalyst which drives cocrystallisation. 

Low energy input, compared to 

mechanochemical methods 

Environmental hazardous 

(organic solvents) 

High pressure 

homogenisation 

(HPH) 

Mechanical energy provided by HPH 

together with fragmentation of particles 

in the fluid drives kinetics of 

cocrystallisation. 

Single step 

Easily scalable 

Avoids solvates formation 

Environmental hazardous 

High shear 

granulation 

(HSG) 

A liquid is added to agitated powder 

particles which binds them by the 

forces experienced. The granules are 

dried and cocrystals obtained. The 

driving forces for cocrystallisation in 

HSG are solvent exposure, thermal and 

mechanical energy. 

Facilitates downstream 

processing 

Complex process 

Not appropriate to thermal labile 

drugs 

Solvates formation 

Limited number of studies 
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Table 2. Solvent-free cocrystallisation methods mechanisms, main advantages and disadvantages (Adapted from (Shan et al. 2002; 

Rehder et al. 2013; Boksa et al. 2014; Rodrigues et al. 2018)) 

Technique Mechanism Main advantages Main disadvantages 

Neat grinding Mechanical energy is applied to the API 

and coformer, which drives the 

cocrystallisation process. This process 

can be carried out using a motor and 

pestle or by automated machines such 

as ball and vibrational mills. Mills have 

an advantage over manual processes 

by providing better reproducibility. 

Green technique 

Avoid solvates formation 

Difficult to scale-up 

Efficiency problems 

(mainly in manual 

grinding) 

Liquid assisted grinding 

(LAG) 

LAG is similar to neat grinding; 

however, a small amount of solvent is 

added as a catalyst. Therefore, 

Higher efficiency and 

cocrystal properties 

control (mainly compared 

to 

Environmentally 

hazardous (small 

amounts of solvent) 

Solvates formation 
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cocrystallisation by this method is 

quicker than grinding. 

neat grinding) Difficult to scale-up 

Polymer assisted grinding Polymers in the liquid/solid state act as 

catalysts in cocrystallisation. 

Avoids solvates formation 

Single step process (only 

if polymers are 

biocompatible) 

Impurities (if polymers are 

not biocompatible) 

Hot melt extrusion The API and coformer is delivered to 

the extruder by a conveying system. 

Mechanical and thermal forces are 

applied in the conveying and die 

systems which promote cocrystal 

formation. 

Green technique 

Single step process 

Continuous process 

Easily scalable 

High purity cocrystals 

Avoids solvates formation 

Not appropriate to thermal 

labile drugs 

Complex method 

(parameters equilibrium 

must be found) 

Matrix-assisted Equimolar quantities of API and 

coformer are mixed with a matrix which 

is then fed into an extruder. The matrix 

Green technique 

Easily scalable 

Limited number of studies 
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material becomes fluid; driving 

cocrystallisation. 

Cocrystal production and 

formulation 

Avoids solvates formation 

Melt and other thermal 

methods 

One or both of the constituents are 

melted, and the mixture allowed to cool 

this drives cocrystallisation. 

Green technique 

Avoids solvates formation 

Not appropriate to thermal 

labile drugs  

Low mixing 

 

Spray congealing (SC) A melted mixture is fed into an atomiser 

where small droplets form. A co-current 

stream of gas cools the droplets 

forming particles which are then 

collected. 

Green technique 

Easily scalable 

Continuous process 

Avoids solvates formation 

Not appropriate to thermal 

labile drugs  

 

Microwave assisted Microwave radiation provides improved 

molecular mobility promoting molecular 

excitation. The dielectric heating 

induces acceleration and maintenance 

Green technique (without 

solvents) 

Avoids solvates formation 

Limited number of studies 
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of the saturated solution state of the 

reacting compounds at the crystal 

interface leading to cocrystallisation. 

Do not use shear forces 

as the usual solvent-free 

methods 
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One of the main challenges of cocrystallisation is the ability to obtain the 

desired polymorph with desired characteristics. Polymorphs can be influenced 

by the solvent used and its quantity (Karimi-Jafari et al. 2018). Solvents with 

various polarities have been used in the formation of different polymorphs 

(Ueto et al. 2012; Aitipamula et al. 2014). Cocrystals have different properties 

to those of the original crystal, including the solubility, dissolution and melting 

point.  

 

Cocrystals have been used to improve the solubility of molecules with low 

solubilities (Good and Rodríguez-Hornedo 2009). The low solubility of 

crystalline compounds limits their bioavailability’s, therefore making them less 

favourable for drug development. Mulye et al. (2012) studied the API ezetimibe 

that has low solubility. The main aim of the research was to demonstrate an 

improved aqueous solubility through producing cocrystals. Previous studies 

have shown several ways of improving the solubility of ezetimibe by solid 

dispersions, liquid-solid compact preparations and complexation with 

cyclodextrin (Mulye et al. 2012). A drawback of cocrystals that have a higher 

solubility than the pure API are likely to precipitate out of solution. Due to the 

API supersaturated solution produced as the cocrystal disassociates (Elder et 

al. 2013). In addition, cocrystal forms can have other advantages such as 

better flowability, improving processing. Enhanced morphology of ezetimibe 

cocrystals led to improved flowability (Mulye et al. 2012). 

 

All technologies need to be scalable to ensure commercial viability; the 

techniques include high shear mixing (high shear granulator – HMG), roller 
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compaction and hot melt extrusion (HME). With current market trends, there 

is preference given to greener technologies, preventing waste and is more 

environmentally friendly. 

 

2.5.1 Anti-solvent crystallisation 

 

Anti-solvent crystallisation is a process that has been used to obtain high 

quality pure crystals. The main disadvantages include large amounts of 

solvents may be required, and their toxicities. In solvent crystallisation, careful 

selection of the solvents is needed. The API and coformer must both be 

soluble in the solvent and have lower solubilities in the antisolvent. 

Furthermore, the solvent and antisolvent must be miscible so that the 

interactions between the solvents are greater leading to precipitation of the 

cocrystal. Poor solvent selection can lead to no precipitation or even 

precipitation of one of the ingredients leading to single component crystals. 

 

2.5.2 Solvent evaporation 

 

Solvent evaporation, a well-established method of crystallisation in which the 

molecules to be crystallised are dissolved in the solvent. The main 

disadvantages of this process are the time required for the solvent to 

evaporate, solvent toxicity and volume of solvent needed. 
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2.5.3 Twin screw extrusion 

 

Twin screw extrusion (TSE) can lead to the formation of cocrystals due to the 

shear (mechanical) force applied during processing. The main advantages of 

TSE are that it is a scalable and solvent-free method (Medina et al. 2010).   

 

2.5.4 Grinding 

 

Grinding the API and coformer in a motor and pestle is a simple technique 

employed to obtain cocrystals, this can be liquid assisted grinding (LAG) or 

dry grinding (solvent-free). During LAG, the liquid added can impact the 

cocrystal polymorph; therefore, a small batch should be made before full scale 

manufacturing (Ainouz et al. 2009).  
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2.6 LLPS cocrystallisation 
 

LLPS, a major concern during crystallisation has been discussed in 0 (Page 

37). As previously mentioned, it is an unwanted phenomenon that results in 

uncontrolled crystal growth. This research investigated the possibility of using 

the oily-phase as a precursor to crystallisation. One of the major challenges is 

separating the two phases. After developing a method for separation of the 

two phases, the challenge was then to develop a process for cocrystallisation. 

The coformer was incorporated into the highly saturated oily-phase before the 

onset of nucleation. PAT was used for in-situ product characterisation and 

development by Raman, XRD and photoluminescence. This is a novel method 

of LLPS separation and cocrystallisation that has not been previously 

reported. 

 

The research presented here investigates the use of the oily-phase for 

cocrystallisation.  
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2.7 Active pharmaceutical ingredients  
 

Details of the main APIs used in this research project as presented in this 

section. 

 

2.7.1 Carbamazepine 

 

Carbamazepine (CBZ) is an anticonvulsant used to treat epilepsy and 

trigeminal neuralgia. It has been selected as a model drug as it comes under 

BSC class II. Therefore, its bioavailability is limited by the dissolution rate, and 

it is necessary to increase it. There are four reported anhydrous polymorphs 

(I, II, III and IV) that have been characterised (Grzesiak et al. 2003). In addition, 

there is a dihydrate, several solvates and cocrystals. The most stable 

polymorph at room temperature is the monoclinic form III. Qui (2015) has 

previously reported how different polymers impact the release profile of 

carbamazepine. The molecular structure of carbamazepine is given in Figure 

13. 

 

C15H12N2O 

benzo[b][1]benzazepine-11-carboxamide 

Figure 13. Molecular structure of carbamazepine 
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There are several reported and characterised cocrystals of carbamazepine, 

including carbamazepine:nicotinamide and carbamazepine:saccharin, both of 

which are polymorphic (Porter III et al. 2008). The compound is suitable for 

this research due to its cocrystals being polymorphic.  

 

2.7.2 Indomethacin 

 

Indomethacin (IND) is a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) 

molecule indicated for rheumatoid arthritis, acute musculoskeletal disorders, 

gout, inflammation and pain. IND falls under BCS Class II as it has low 

solubility. This drug was considered as a model API, to improve its solubility 

by means pharmaceutical engineering, leading to increased bioavailability. 

The molecular structure of IND is given in Figure 14. 

 

There are seven reported polymorphs of IND with distinct spectroscopy 

profiles (Surwase et al. 2013). The most common metastable form is α-IND, 

which transforms into the γ polymorph upon heating. The γ polymorph is the 

most stable, with the highest melting point and is the least soluble.  

 

Amorphous IND has used to generate different polymorphs by varying the pH 

and temperature of the solutions. The γ polymorph is most sable, and the most 

commonly reported metastable form is the α polymorph. At temperatures 

below the glass transition (Tg) and low humidity levels give rise to the γ form. 

The metastable α form is produced in aqueous environments, at temperatures 

above the Tg with high levels of humidity. The delta polymorph has been 
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reported to crystallise from IND-PVP solid dispersions at 94% RH and IND-

methanolic solution on drying (Surwase et al. 2013). Various solvates and 

cocrystals of IND have been reported including a cocrystal with saccharin 

(SAC).  

 

The inability of cocrystal formation during the antisolvent process lead to 

research into the LLPS and other potential applications of the oily-phase 

formed as part of LLPS phenomenon. 

 

 

C19H16ClNO4 

2-[1-(4-chlorobenzoyl)-5-methoxy-2-methylindol-3-yl]acetic acid 

Figure 14. Molecular structure of indomethacin 

Amorphous IND crystallises overtime at temperatures below its Tg, as 

molecules have the adequate molecular mobility (Yoshioka et al. 1994).  
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Amorphous IND can be formed by heating γ IND to 165°C, followed by rapid 

cooling (using liquid nitrogen) or gradual cooling over 30 minutes (Surwase et 

al. 2013). The resulting mass is then triturated and passed through a 60-mesh 

screen. As reported by Savolainen et al. (2007) the amorphous IND does not 

crystallise for over two years provided it is not triturated. Moreover, amorphous 

systems are generally less stable than their crystalline equivalents; however, 

the stability depends on the storage conditions, such as applying heat may 

accelerate crystal formation. Polymers can stabilise the form, such that 

amorphous IND has been prevented from crystallising using PVP (Löbmann 

et al. 2014). Vibrational ball milling of IND at a frequency of 30 Hz (at 6°C) has 

also been reported to the formation of the amorphous form (Löbmann et al. 

2014). 

 

Processing and storage conditions of the drug are also essential factors to 

consider preventing degradation during processing. Indomethacin’s exposure 

to strong direct sunlight increases its colour with slight degradation (O'Brien et 

al. 1984).  

 

2.7.3 Ethenzamide 

 

Ethenzamide (2-ethoxybenzamide, EA) is a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 

drug used as analgesia to treat pain. EA belongs to BCS Class II, due to its 

low solubility, therefore used as a model drug. This limits its bioavailability; 

hence it is necessary to increase it. There are many reported cocrystals of EA 

with coformers such as saccharin, dihydroxybenzoic acid, salicylic acid, 2-
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chloro-4-nitrobenzoic acid, vanillic acid, 4-aminobenzoic acid, 4-

hydroxybenzoic acid and fumaric acid  (Aitipamula et al. 2009; Aitipamula et 

al. 2012; Khatioda et al. 2017). The molecular structure of EA is given in Figure 

15. 

 

 

C9H11NO2 

2-ethoxybenzamide 

Figure 15. Molecular structure of ethenzamide 

EA:SAC Form  I is the stable form which is triclinic, whereas the metastable 

Form II is monoclinic. Form I is considered as having higher thermodynamic 

stability due to its higher melting point. 

 

2.8 Coformers 

 

As previously mentioned in on page 40, coformers’ are the non-API in the 

crystal lattice of a cocrystal; usually they fall under GRAS molecules. 

Coformers are not solvents that interact with the API by non-covalent and non-

ionic interactions. GRAS molecules can vary widely from dicarboxylic acids to 

highly soluble compounds. Different approaches are taken in coformer 

selection, the library of GRAS molecules is screened, or the Cambridge 
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Structural Database (CSD) analysed statistically. Suitable coformer is selected 

by a sound understanding of the supramolecular chemistry of functional 

groups in both the API and coformer(s) under consideration.  

 

2.9 Polymers 
 

Polymers are widely used in the manufacture of pharmaceutical products; the 

effects of polymer inclusion within a pharmaceutical preparation and polymer-

API interactions has been widely discussed in literature. Polymer inclusion 

during processing and crystallisation can lead to a change in the polymorphic 

form. Addition of HPMC during processing of ortho-aminobenzoic acid led to 

the formation of polymorph Form II by the inhibition of Form I (Simone et al. 

2016). Heterogeneous nucleation can be induced by the polymer being 

adsorbed onto the surfaces (templates) without its incorporation into the 

crystal matrix. Likewise, impurities and other compounds can both delay and 

inhibit crystal growth. This has been widely discussed in literature and is of 

substantial importance in pharmaceutical drug development. It is well known 

that different saturation levels can lead to changes in polymorphs. Impurities, 

together with other ingredients lead to changes in saturation levels giving rise 

to alternative polymorphs, morphological changes and the possibility of 

inhibiting crystallisation completely (Fevotte et al. 2013).  

 

2.9.1 Influence on crystal morphology 

 

Polymers have also shown their ability to limit crystal growth and have been 

used to produce micronised drugs (Reis et al. 2014). Increasing HPMC 
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polymer concentration is negatively correlated to paracetamol crystal size 

(Reis et al. 2014). Polymers that form hydrogen bonds via their acceptor 

groups are better at limiting crystal growth rate whereas Poly(acrylic acid) 

(PAA) has shown to increase the crystal growth rate. Polymers with hydrogen 

bond donor groups have been unable to limit crystal growth rate (Trasi and 

Taylor 2012a). 

 

Heterogeneous crystallisation can be promoted that leads to faster 

appearance of crystals with the incorporation of insoluble polymers (Pfund et 

al. 2015). Furthermore, polymer mediated nucleation can lead to the formation 

of metastable polymorphs (Jayasankar 2008). Studies have also shown that 

polymers inclusion can have no effect on the time required for crystals to 

appear (Raina et al. 2014). 

 

Polymorphic form is important in drug development, as previously discussed 

in section 2.2.4 above. The type and amount of polymer within a preparation 

could have an impact upon the release profile of the drug. In essence, polymer 

concentration can give rise to different polymorphs and morphological 

changes. Factors that impact crystallisation in the presence of polymers are 

presented in Figure 16. 
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Figure 16. Factors affecting crystallisation with the presence of polymers 

(Adapted from (Raina et al. 2014)). 

2.9.2 Crystals and polymers 

 

Crystals can be coated with polymers; they can be embedded in polymers (Wo 

et al.) and the polymers can lead to a change in the morphology of crystals; 

for example, hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) has been shown to improve the 

tabletability of erythromycin by modifying the morphology leading to improved 

compaction of the crystal. HPC was able to slow down the growth rate of the 

crystal faces leading to a change in morphology (Mirza et al. 2009). Polymer 

incorporation during cocrystal synthesis has shown to influence cocrystal 

morphology (Korde et al. 2018). 

 

 

Polymer properties
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2.9.3 API Stabilisation 

 

Many studies have looked at how different polymers stabilise suspensions. 

The study by Vandervoort and Ludwig (2002) also analysed how different 

polymer solution concentrations at high temperature (50°C and 70°C) 

stabilised the suspensions; varying the temperature of the polymer solution 

can affect its ability to stabilise. Some polymers can stabilise the suspensions 

better than others, making dispersion easier. On the other hand, polymers 

have also shown to stabilise solid API’s. It is assumed that they react reversibly 

with the surfaces of molecules they stabilise (Mirza et al. 2009). Kinetic stability 

is thought to arise due to the ability of polymers to delay nucleation, as well as 

promoting selective crystallisation (Raina et al. 2014). Stability by polymers, in 

turn, improves the shelf life of the product; hence it is of significant commercial 

importance (Wo et al.).  

 

Steric and electrostatic techniques can be employed to achieve stabilisation. 

Adsorbing of the polymer onto the drug molecule surface is known as steric 

stabilisation. Adsorbing of charged molecules, such as ionic 

surfactants/charged polymers, is known as electrostatic stabilisation (Ghosh 

et al. 2011). 

 

2.9.4 Formulation design 

 

Several design factors are important such as including GRAS polymers as 

excipients in pharmaceutical products. These provide an advantage over other 
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polymers, as they do not need to be washed away or removed from the final 

form. Therefore, this decreases processing time and in turn, reduces costs. 

 

Another critical factor to consider when incorporating polymers into cocrystal 

formulations is their interaction with the coformers or API. Polymers can also 

change the solubility of the API (Qiu and Li 2015).  Phase transformation 

during manufacturing remains a major concern for formulators, which can take 

place at any stage. There have been instances of polymorphic transformation 

of licensed drugs leading to catastrophic events. Overall, the stability of the 

final formulations is imperative, which can be achieved with the inclusion of 

polymers. 
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2.10 Solvents 
 

Depending on the method of crystallisation the number and properties of the 

solvent vary. In the solvent evaporation method, both the API and coformer 

should be soluble in the solvent. However, in the solvent antisolvent method, 

the ingredients should be soluble in the ‘good’ solvent and have limited 

solubility in the antisolvent. In addition, solvents can influence the polymorph 

favoured.  The volume of solvent changes the saturation levels; therefore, it is 

a factor that needs to be given consideration. 

 

2.11 Characterisation techniques 

 

Background to characterisation techniques used to characterise the 

physicochemical properties of the pure drugs, coformers and samples 

produced are given in this section.  

 

2.11.1 Thermogravimetric analysis  

 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a well-established technique used to 

determine changes in the physical and chemical properties in a sample mass 

as a function of time or temperature in a controlled environment. The sample 

mass is continually recorded by a precision balance. The amount of thermal 

lag is also influenced by sample size and heating rate. Typically TGA has a 

higher thermal lag than DSC due to a difference between the temperature of 

the furnace and the sample (Comesaña et al. 2012). Therefore, the heating 

rate and sample size should be kept alike, enabling comparisons between the 
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TGA thermograms as well as other parameters, including the pressure and 

atmosphere. 

 

A TGA thermogram can be divided into three sections: the first is the loss of 

mass upon heating due to the volatile components of the sample. The second 

has a constant mass and, finally, the decomposition stage(s). One of the main 

reasons TGA was used prior to DSC analysis was to determine the 

degradation temperature of the samples. 

 

2.11.2 Differential scanning calorimetry 

 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is one of the most commonly used 

analytic instruments in pharmaceutical technology. It has many applications, 

and several different experiments can be run to determine various properties 

of the material. DSC allows accurate determination of melting points, 

crystallisation temperature, degree of crystallinity and glass transition. DSC 

provides more accuracy than the open capillary tube method due to its 

quantitative nature.   

 

The melting point is an important factor in the determination of compound 

purity; every compound has a specific melting point deviation from this can be 

an indication of impurities.  Experiments can be performed on the DSC to find 

out if polymorphic transformations occur, the purity of samples, miscibility 

studies and stability by heating or cooling. Generally, cocrystals have different 

melting points to the corresponding API and coformer.  
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DSC measures the difference between heat flow into a sample and a reference 

material (Lever et al. 2015). DSC is of two types: either it is heat-flux (hf-DSC) 

or power compensated (pc-DSC). DSC melting point peaks for crystals tend 

to be sharp and narrow. The DSC tries to maintain the same temperature 

between the reference and sample. The amount of heat required to maintain 

the temperature depends on whether the physical change is either an 

exothermic or endothermic process. When a sample undergoes a change in 

an endothermic process, such as a solid melting into a liquid, it will require 

more heat flow to keep the temperature increase at the same rate as the 

reference. During crystallisation heat is released by the sample as it is an 

exothermic process. Therefore, less heat is required to maintain the 

temperature between the sample and reference. The difference in heat flow is 

recorded during the physical phase transitions. 

 

2.11.3 X-ray diffraction 

 

X-ray diffraction XRD allows the determination of the crystalline structure of 

samples. X-rays of varying wavelengths are directed towards the sample; 

some are reflected, while others are diffracted at different angles. The 

diffraction pattern of the radiation is unique to each crystal, which allows 

determination of the internal structure by producing intense peaks at the 

specific wavelengths and incident angles. The diffractogram is so unique to 

each crystal polymorph that it can be called a fingerprint. X-ray diffraction has 

been used for the determination of phase identification, degree of crystallinity, 
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quantification and textural features (Padrela et al. 2012) (Jenkins and Snyder 

1996). 

 

2.11.4 Raman spectroscopy 

 

Raman spectroscopy, a vibrational spectroscopy method, is used for structural 

analysis. Raman provides details on the bonds within the sample. A laser is 

fired at the sample causing vibrations of the bonds as it interacts with the 

oscillations of light. This leads to an alteration in the light frequency; an 

illustration of frequency change is shown in Figure 17. The changes in the 

frequency of the scattered light is known as Raman scattering. In Raman 

spectroscopy, the sample is placed under the microscope, and a laser is fired 

at it. The detector picks up the Raman scattered light producing a Raman 

spectrum that is unique to every material or crystal lattice. Savolainen et al. 

(2007) has shown that Raman spectroscopy can cause sensitive molecules to 

degrade; therefore, it may not always be the most suitable technique and is 

often used in conjugation with other methods. 

 

 
Figure 17. Scattering of laser light by molecules (Taken from (corp 2019)) 
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2.11.5 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy 

 

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is a vibrational spectroscopic 

method used for the analysis of compounds and crystals.  

 

2.11.6 Photoluminescence spectroscopy 

 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy is the stimulation by photons that 

induce photon emittance from matter. This takes advantage of a compounds 

fluorescent properties this system then provides details of the compound and 

its chemical environment. A xenon source capable of producing high intensity 

light was used to bombard the samples with photons. The photons are 

absorbed by the sample, causing photoexcitation. High numbers of photons 

absorbed means that a maximum number of molecules can be in an excited 

higher energy level state at that time. Once the matter relaxes the photons are 

released, and the matter returns to the lower energy level. 

 

Emission and excitation spectra are often obtained using a 

spectrofluorometer. An emission spectrum in which wavelength is plotted 

against intensity from this information the most suitable wavelength that 

produces the most intense signal can be deduced. Once a suitable excitation 

wavelength for the compound being analysed has been obtained, this can be 

used to obtain an excitation spectrum.  
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2.11.7 Scanning electron microscopy 

 

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) allows photography of very small 

molecules at high magnifications. Initially, a sample is prepared by placing it 

onto a carbon adhesive tab mounted on a stub. Which is then coated with gold 

(used in this study), placed inside the SEM, and the beam of electrons is 

focused. The electrons interact with the conducting gold atoms on the surface 

of the stub, producing various signals. The signals are detected, which 

provides information on the sample’s composition and topography. The 

sample can be subjected to different conditions, such as varying voltages and 

vacuum conditions. Signals produced include secondary electrons and 

backscattering, both of which can provide images with very high resolutions. 

Backscattering can also provide information about the elements in the sample. 
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3 Materials and Methods 
 

This chapter will cover detail the materials, experimental procedures and 

characterisation methods used throughout this project.  The methods are 

subdivided into two parts; methods evaluating effects on cocrystal morphology 

by solvent and polymer concentration and those for production of cocrystals 

by LLPS. The methodology used to determine when LLPS cocrystallisation 

was complete is also described. A schematic of this chapter is shown in Figure 

18. 

 

 

Figure 18. Schematic presentation of chapter 3 
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3.1 Materials 
 

A description of the important equipment and materials used in this product 

are provided in this section. 

 

3.1.1 Coformers and drugs  

 

Details of coformers, drugs and their sources are listed in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. List of chemicals/APIs with their grades/purity and sources 

Name Source 

2-ethoxybenzamide (97%) Alfa Aesar (UK) 

Indomethacin (98%) Alfa Aesar (UK) 

Carbamazepine USP 34 Jai Radhe (India) 

Saccharin (98+%) 

(o-Benzoic sulfimide) 

Alfa Aesar (UK) 

2-methyl-5-methoxyindole-3-acetate Alfa Aesar (UK) 

4-chlorobenzoic acid (99%) Acros Organics (USA) 

Caffeine (99%) Alfa Aesar (UK) 

Naproxen (99%) Alfa Aesar (UK) 

Ketoprofen (Research grade) Alfa Aesar (UK) 

Nicotinamide (>98.5%) Sigma-Aldrich (UK) 
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3.1.2 Polymers 

 

Polymers, together with their sources, are listed in Table 4. Specification of 

polymers 

 

Table 4. Specification of polymers 

Name Source 

Kollidon VA64 BASF (USA) 

Eudragit Evonic (Germany) 

HPMCAS Shin-Etsu (Japan) 

Ethylcellulose Sigma-Aldrich (UK) 

Poloxamer 188 Alfa Aesar (UK) 

Poloxamer 407 Alfa Aesar (UK) 

Soluplus BASF (USA) 

Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) K17 ISP Technologies, Inc. (USA) 
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3.1.3 Chemicals and solvents  

 

Specifications of all chemicals and solvents are summarised in Table 5. 

 

Table 5. Specification of chemicals and solvents 

Chemical/Solvent Supplier Grade 

Deionised water SG Series Compact 

water system by 

Triple Red Limited 

(UK) 

18.2 MOhm/cm 

Methanol Fisher Scientific (UK) 99.8% 

Ethanol Fisher Scientific (UK) 99.8% 

Dimethyl sulfoxide 

(DMSO) 

Alfa Aesar 99.9% 

1-chlorobutane Fisher Scientific (UK) 99.5% 

Nitromethane Fisher Scientific (UK) ≥95% 

1,4-dioxane Fisher Scientific (UK) 99% 

Dichloromethane Sigma-Aldrich (UK) >99.8% 
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3.2 Equipment 
 

Specifications of all the equipment used in this research work are listed in 

Table 6. 

 

Table 6. Equipment specifications 

Equipment Make Specification/Model 

Number 

Scanning Electron 

Microscope (SEM) 

FEI (Cambridge, UK) Quanta 400 SEM 

Differential Scanning 

Calorimeter (DSC) 

TA Instruments 

(Crawley, UK) 

Q2000 

Powder X-Ray 

Diffractometer (XRD) 

Bruker (Billerica, USA) D8 Powder 

Diffractometer 

Thermogravimetric 

Analyser (TGA) 

TA Instruments 

(Crawley, UK) 

Q5000 IR 

High Pressure Liquid 

Chromatography 

(HPLC) 

Waters (UK) e2695 System 

Dissolution Apparatus LABINDIA (India) DS 8000 equipped with 

SC06 sample collector 

Hot stage microscope Linkam  

(Tadworth, UK) 

Zeiss Axioplan-2 

microscope using a 

Linkam 44 hot stage 

(THMS600) 

FTIR PerkinElmer (USA) Spectrum 65 

Camcorder Sony Electronics 

Corporation (Japan) 

HDR-SR12E 

Fluorometer Horiba (Japan) FluoroMax 

Raman Rennishaw (UK) inVia Qontor 
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3.3 Investigational methods 
 

This section is divided into three sections. The sections 3.5.1 to 3.5.6 (Part I) 

covers preliminary background experiments conducted to study morphological 

changes in cocrystals. Sections 3.5.7 to 3.5.8 (Part II) investigates the 

formation of LLPS and pertinent experiments. The section 3.5.9 (Part III) 

outlines the methods used to obtain cocrystal and stable amorphous phase. 

 

The corresponding results are given in the following chapters: 

Part I. Chapter 4 – Effects on the morphology of cocrystals: 

a. carbamazepine:saccharin by altering the concentration of 

PVP and solvent used 

b. carbamazepine:saccharin by altering the interface of the  

binding agent 

c. ethenzamide:saccharin by altering the concentration of PVP 

and solvent 

d. carbamazepine:nicotinamide by altering the concentration of 

PVP and solvent used 

e. indomethacin:saccharin by altering the concentration of PVP 

and solvent used 

Part II. Chapter 5 – LLPS Cocrystal formation 

Part III. Chapter 6 – Applications of LLPS 

 

The experimental methods are outlined below. 
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3.3.1 Effect of PVP concentration and solvent on the CBZ:SAC cocrystal 

 

Investigations into the effects of polymer concentration and solvents on 

cocrystal morphology were investigated by using a solvent antisolvent 

approach. The PVP (polymer) was dissolved by stirring in water (antisolvent). 

 

The API (carbamazepine; CBZ) and coformer (saccharin; SAC) was 

accurately weighed in quantities as shown in Table 7. The quantities were in 

1:2 stoichiometric ratio as required for the cocrystal CBZ:SAC stable 

polymorphic Form I. Both CBZ and SAC were dissolved into the required 

volume of solvent by heating to 60°C and stirring until a clear solution was 

obtained. This solution was added to 90mL of PVP solution, which led to 

precipitation of the cocrystals. The solution obtained was filtered to obtain the 

solid product, which was then left overnight to dry after which it was 

characterised. Experimental design for the API carbamazepine is given in  

Table 7. 

 

Table 7. Experimental design for experiments relating to the cocrystal of 

CBZ:SAC 

Number Batch Mass 

of CBZ 

(g) 

Mass 

of SAC 

(g) 

PVP 

w/v 

Solvent Solvent 

Volume 

(mL) 

1 C025 0.944 1.464 0.00% Ethanol 20 

2 C016 0.944 1.464 0.50% Ethanol 20 

3 C015 0.944 1.464 1.00% Ethanol 20 

4 C017 0.944 1.464 1.50% Ethanol 20 
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5 C026 0.944 1.464 0.00% Methanol 20 

6 C018 0.944 1.464 0.50% Methanol 20 

7 C019 0.944 1.464 1.00% Methanol 20 

8 C020 0.944 1.464 1.50% Methanol 20 

9 C027 0.944 1.464 0.00% DMSO 10 

10 C023 0.944 1.464 0.50% DMSO 10 

11 C022 0.944 1.464 1.00% DMSO 10 

12 C024 0.944 1.464 1.50% DMSO 10 
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3.3.2 Effect of binding agent interface on the CBZ:SAC cocrystal 

 

Experiments into the effect of the binding agent on the cocrystals were carried 

out using the same solvent antisolvent method given above; the experimental 

design is shown in Error! Reference source not found.. In experiment 1 the b

inding agent was mixed into the antisolvent by stirring; in experiment 2 the 

binding agent was carefully placed on of top the antisolvent in a 250mL glass 

beaker prior to addition of the solution. In both experiments, the binding agent 

was 4mL of benzene, and the antisolvent was 90mL water. 

 

Table 8. Experimental design for experiments relating to the effect of the 

binding agent on the CBZ:SAC cocrystal 

Number Batch Mass of 

CBZ (g) 

Mass of 

SAC (g) 

Solvent Solvent 

Volume (mL) 

1 C028 0.944 1.464 DMSO 10 

2 C029 0.944 1.464 DMSO 10 
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3.3.3 Effect of PVP concentration and solvent on the EA:SAC cocrystal 

 

The API (ethenzamide; EA) and coformer (saccharin; SAC) accurately 

weighed in quantities as shown in Error! Reference source not found.. The q

uantities were in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio as required for the cocrystal EA:SA. 

Both were dissolved into the solvent by heating to 75°C and stirring until a 

clear solution was obtained. This solution was added to 90mL of the 

antisolvent (water or PVP solution), which led to precipitation of the cocrystals. 

The solution obtained was filtered to obtain the solid product, which was then 

left overnight to dry after which it was characterised. Experimental design for 

EA and SAC is given in Table 9. 

 

Table 9.  Experimental design for experiments relating to the cocrystal of 

EA:SAC 

Number Mass of 

EA (g) 

Mass of 

SAC (g) 

PVP 

w/v 

Solvent Solvent 

Volume (mL) 

1 1.322 1.464 0.00% Methanol 30 

2 1.322 1.464 0.00% DMSO 10 

3 1.322 1.464 0.00% Ethanol 30 

4 1.322 1.464 0.50% Ethanol 30 

5 1.322 1.464 1.00% Ethanol 30 

6 1.322 1.464 1.50% Ethanol 30 

7 1.322 1.464 0.50% DMSO 10 

8 1.322 1.464 1.00% DMSO 10 

9 1.322 1.464 1.50% DMSO 10 

10 1.322 1.464 0.50% Methanol 30 

11 1.322 1.464 1.00% Methanol 30 
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12 1.322 1.464 1.50% Methanol 30 

 
 

3.3.4 Effect of PVP concentration and solvent on the CBZ:NIC cocrystal 

 

After investigating the effect of solvent and polymer concentration on the 

CBZ:SAC cocrystal, the coformer nicotinamide (NIC) was selected instead of 

SAC. This was to determine if the same morphological changes occur with an 

alternative coformer but the same API. The experimental design for CBZ:NIC 

is given in Error! Reference source not found., PVP solution (90mL) was u

sed as the antisolvent. 

 

Table 10. Experimental design for experiments relating to the cocrystal of 

CBZ:NIC 

Number Mass of 

CBZ (g) 

Mass of 

NIC (g) 

PVP 

w/v 

Solvent Solvent 

Volume (mL) 

1 0.944 0.488 0.00% Ethanol 20 

2 0.944 0.488 0.50% Ethanol 20 

3 0.944 0.488 1.00% Ethanol 20 

4 0.944 0.488 1.50% Ethanol 20 

5 0.944 0.488 0.00% Methanol 20 

6 0.944 0.488 0.50% Methanol 20 

7 0.944 0.488 1.00% Methanol 20 

8 0.944 0.488 1.50% Methanol 20 

9 0.944 0.488 0.00% DMSO 10 

10 0.944 0.488 0.50% DMSO 10 

11 0.944 0.488 1.00% DMSO 10 

12 0.944 0.488 1.50% DMSO 10 
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The experiments were not suitable for determining the effect on the CBZ:NIC 

cocrystal, the reasons for this will be discussed in Chapter 4. A search for a 

solvent pair that would lead to the formation of CBZ:NIC was conducted by 

experimenting. In all experiments 0.944g of CBZ and 0.488g of NIC were 

dissolved into the solvent as per the experimental design in Error! Reference s

ource not found..  

 

Table 11. Experimental design for experiments conducted to find a suitable 

solvent pair for the formation of CBZ:NIC cocrystal 

No. Solvent Antisolvent  Result 

Name Vol. 

(mL) 

Name Vol. 

(mL) 

PVP 

w/v 

(%) 

1 Ethanol 20 Ethyl acetate 90 0 No precipitate 

2 Ethanol 20 Ethyl acetate 180 0 No precipitate 

3 Methanol 20 Ethyl acetate 90 0 No precipitate 

4 Methanol 20 Ethyl acetate 180 0 No precipitate 

5 Ethanol 20 n-Hexane 90 0 Precipitate 

6 Ethanol 20 n-Hexane 90 0.5 PVP insoluble 

in n-Hexane 

7 Ethanol 20 Benzene 90 0 No precipitate 

8 Ethanol 20 Dichloromethan

e 

90 0.5 No precipitate 

9 Ethanol 10 1-chlorobutane 45 0 No precipitate 

10 Ethanol 20 Acetone 90 0 No precipitate 

11 Ethanol 20 Cyclohexane 90 0 No precipitate 
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12 Ethanol 20 1,2-

Dichloroethane 

100 0.5 No precipitate 
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3.3.5 Effect of PVP concentration and solvent on the IND:SAC cocrystal 

 

The final part of this section was to determine the effects of solvent and 

polymer concentration on the polymorphic form of the IND:SAC cocrystal. 

 

The API (indomethacin; IND) and coformer (saccharin; SAC) accurately 

weighed in quantities. The quantities were in a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio, both 

IND and SAC were dissolved into the required volume of solvent by heating to 

60°C and stirring until a clear solution was obtained. Experimental design for 

these experiments is given in Error! Reference source not found.. 

 

Table 12. Experimental design for experiments relating to the cocrystal of 

IND:SAC 

No. Mass (g) 

 

Solvent Solvent 

Volume 

(mL) 

% 

w/v 

PVP 

Anti-

solvent 

Volume 

(mL) 

Notes 

IND SAC 

1 1.431 1.464 Ethanol 50 0 225  

2 0.572 0.586 Ethanol 20 0 90  

3 0.572 0.586 Ethanol 20 0.5 90 Product lost 

4 0.572 0.586 Ethanol 20 1 90 Product lost 

5 0.572 0.586 Ethanol 20 1.5 90 Product lost 

6 0.572 0.586 Methanol 20 0 90  

7 0.572 0.586 Methanol 20 0.5 90 Product lost 

8 0.572 0.586 Methanol 20 1 90 Product lost 

9 0.572 0.586 Methanol 20 0.5 90 Product 

obtained by 
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centrifugation, 

a yellow 

product which 

changed to 

white 

overtime at 

ambient 

conditions 

10 0.572 0.586 Methanol 20 1 90 Product 

obtained by 

centrifugation 

11 0.572 0.586 Methanol 20 1.5 90 Product 

obtained by 

centrifugation 

12 0.572 0.586 Ethanol 20 0.5 90 Product 

obtained by 

centrifugation 

13 0.572 0.586 Ethanol 20 1.0 90 Product 

obtained by 

centrifugation 

14 0.572 0.586 Ethanol 20 1.5 90 Product 

obtained by 

centrifugation 

15 0.572 0.586 DMSO 10 0 90 Product 

obtained by 

centrifugation 

16 0.572 0.586 DMSO 10 0.5 90 Product 

obtained by 

centrifugation 

17 0.572 0.586 DMSO 10 1.0 90 Product 

obtained by 

centrifugation 
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18 0.572 0.586 DMSO 10 1.5 90 Product 

obtained by 

centrifugation 

19 0.572 0.586 DMSO 5 0 30  

20 0.572 0.586 DMSO 5 0 20  

21 0.572 0.586 DMSO 5 1.5 20  

22 0.572 0.586 DMSO 5 1 20  

23 0.572 0.586 DMSO 5 0.5 20  

24 0.572 0.586 Ethanol 20 0 40  

25 0.572 0.586 Ethanol 20 1.5 40  

26 0.572 0.586 Ethanol 20 1 40  

27 0.572 0.586 Ethanol 20 0.5 40  

28 0.572 0.586 Methanol 15 0 30  

29 0.572 0.586 Methanol 15 1.5 30  

30 0.572 0.586 Methanol 15 1 30  

31 0.572 0.586 Methanol 15 0.5 30  

32 1.431 1.464 DMSO 25 0 225 White 

33 1.431 1.464 DMSO 25 0.5 225 Yellow 

34 1.431 1.464 DMSO 25 1 225 Yellow 

35 1.431 1.464 DMSO 25 1.5 225 Yellow 

36 1.431 1.464 Ethanol 50 0 225 Turned white; 

filtered 

37 1.431 1.464 Ethanol 50 0.5 225 Yellow (milky) 

38 1.431 1.464 Ethanol 50 1 225 Yellow (milky) 

39 1.431 1.464 Ethanol 50 1.5 225 Yellow (milky) 

40 1.431 1.464 Methanol 50 0 225 Yellow 

41 1.431 1.464 Methanol 50 0.5 225 Yellow (milky) 

42 1.431 1.464 Methanol 50 1 225 Yellow (milky) 

43 1.431 1.464 Methanol 50 1.5 225 Yellow (milky) 

44 6.082 4.580 Ethanol 75 0 37.5 CC 

45 3.041 2.290 Ethanol 37.5 1.5 18.75 CC 

46 6.082 4.580 Ethanol 75 0.5 37.5  
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47 6.082 4.580 Ethanol 75 1 37.5  

48 6.082 4.580 Ethanol 75 1.5 37.5  

49 6.082 4.580 Methanol 75 0 37.5  

50 6.082 4.580 Methanol 75 0.5 37.5  

51 6.082 4.580 Methanol 75 1 37.5  

52 6.082 4.580 Methanol 75 1.5 37.5  

53 6.082 4.580 DMSO 75 0 37.5  

54 6.082 4.580 DMSO 75 0.5 37.5  

55 6.082 4.580 DMSO 75 1 37.5  

56 6.082 4.580 DMSO 75 1.5 37.5  

57 6.082 4.580 DMSO 75 1.5 37.5 LLPS 

58 3.04 2.29 DMSO 19 0 19  

59 6.082 4.580 DMSO 37.5 0.5 37.5  

60 6.082 4.580 DMSO 37.5 1 37.5  

61 6.082 4.580 DMSO 37.5 1.5 37.5  

63 6.082 4.580 DMSO 37.5 0 37.5  

65 3.04 2.29 DMSO 19    

66 1.01 0.76 DMSO 6    

 

Due to no visible precipitation of IND:SAC cocrystals it was through that the 

crystals were too small. Therefore, the solution obtained was centrifuged at 

6000rpm for 20minutes so that the solid could be eliminated for analysis. A 

critical processing parameter is the solvent to antisolvent ratio; a higher 

amount of antisolvent leads to precipitation of smaller cocrystals. LLPS could 

have occurred due to SAC; therefore, NIC, another reported coformer of IND 

was used to determine if the cocrystal IND:NIC formed despite LLPS. 
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3.3.6 Formation of IND:NIC cocrystals 

 

IND 1.01g was dissolved into 3mL DMSO and added to 3mL water that went 

through LLPS. The oily-phase was then separated by draining away the liquid-

phase. A saturated solution of NIC in water (12mL) was then added to the oily-

phase for sonocrystallisation. However, upon addition of the NIC-water 

solution, the oily-phase separated more visibly without the liquid-phase. The 

experiment was then repeated, 12mL of water (without NIC) was added after 

draining away the liquid-phase; this produced the same effect, the oily-phase 

was separated.  
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3.3.7 LLPS oily-phase formation and separation 

 

LLPS was obtained by dissolving 1g IND was into 3mL of DMSO by heating it 

to 50°C. Once a clear yellow solution was produced, 3mL of water was added, 

resulting in LLPS. The phases were separated by pouring away the less-

viscous liquid-phase. The oily-phase was then washed with 12mL water to 

remove any residual liquid-phase. This oily-phase was then taken and put 

under analysis for in-situ measurements until crystallisation was complete.  

 

The effect of DMSO:water ratio was investigated, by carrying out the 

experiments shown in Error! Reference source not found.. After the addition o

f water to the DMSO-IND solution, the liquid-phase was drained away, and the 

oily-phase was then analysed in-situ using Raman, XRD and 

photoluminescence spectroscopy.  

 

Table 13. Experimental design – investigating the effect of solvent to 

antisolvent ratio 

Experiment Volume of 

DMSO (mL) 

Volume of 

Water (mL) 

Ratio 

(DMSO:Water) 

1 3 3 1:1 

2 3 6 1:2 

3 3 9 1:3 

 

Raman analysis was carried on the oily-phase by placing a small amount of it 

onto a piece of metallic metal mounted on a glass. The Raman laser was 

focused and continuous measurements at approximately 120 second time 
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intervals were taken for a period of 35 minutes using the method outlined in 

section 3.4.2.2 (Page 98). XRD spectra were collected as per the method 

mentioned in section 3.4.2.1  (Page 98) consecutively 16 times; each run 

lasted for 490 seconds. Photoluminescence spectroscopy was carried out by 

placing the oily-phase in the solids container of the spectrometer and analysed 

repeatedly every 2-3 minutes over 2 hours. The oily-phase obtained by this 

method was then used in the experiments shown in Error! Reference source n

ot found.. 

 

Table 14. IND oily-phase ground with various materials/coformers 

No. Material ground Mass of 

material 

(mg) 

Observation 

1 PVP K17 1000 Remains bright glossy yellow 

2 NIC 682 Yellow granules 

3 SAC 1000 White powder 

4 Kollidon VA64 1000 Highly sticky mass 

5 Eudragit RLPO 1000 Thick yellow sticky paste 

6 HPMC K15M 1000 Non-uniform granules which were 

initially sticky then hardened 

7 Poloxamer 407 1000 Viscous like ointment 

8 Soluplus 1000 Highly sticky mass  

9 Ethylcellulose 1000 Uniform granules 

10 Poloxamer 188 1000 Paste of agglomerated granules  

11 Lactose 955 Slightly sticky mass 
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The phenomenon LLPS was then investigated and the separated oily-phase. 

The ratio of solvent to antisolvent was altered as shown in Table 15 no 

coformer was used to limit the potential factors impacting the process. 

 

Table 15. Design of experiments for the analysis of indomethacin LLPS 

No. Mass 

of 

IND 

(g) 

Solvent Anti-solvent Notes 

Name Vol (mL) Name Vol (mL) 

62 6.082 DMSO 37.5 Water 37.5  

64 3.04 DMSO 9 Water 9  

67 1.01 DMSO 3 Water 3  

68 1.01 DMSO 3 Water 3  

69 1.01 DMSO 3 Water 3  

70 2.01 DMSO 6    

72 0.1 DMSO 1 Water 1  

73 0.1 DMSO 2 Water 0.5-1.5 0.5 clear yellow 

1.0 diluted clear 

yellow 

1.5 milky yellow 

74 0.1 DMSO 0.5   0.5 separation at 

the interface which 

dissolves 

1-2.5ml clear 

yellow 

3 cloudy yellow 

3.5 opaque yellow 
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3.3.8 IND LLPS phase diagram 

 

A phase diagram of indomethacin LLPS was compiled by altering various 

processing parameters; the design of experiments is shown in Error! R

eference source not found.. Experiments 1-16 and 25-32 were performed 

using stock solution, that was prepared by adding 3mL of DMSO per 1g of 

IND; this solution was taken and added to different volumes of water. The 

effect of IND concentration was determined (experiments 17-24) by fixing the 

volumes of water and DMSO (3mL) while altering the mass of IND.  The effect 

of antisolvent to solvent ratio was investigated by conducting experiments 25 

to 32. The volume of antisolvent (water) was altered with a fixed volume (3mL) 

of DMSO IND solution to determine its effects.  

Table 16. Design of experiments for the construction of the phase diagram 

No. Volume of 

DMSO (mL) 

Volume of 

Water (mL) 

Mass of IND (g) Ratio 

(DMSO:Water) 

1 1 0.5 0.33 2:1 

2 1 0.75 0.33 4:3 

3 1 1 0.33 1:1 

4 1 1.1 0.33 10:11 

5 1 1.2 0.33 5:6 

6 1 1.3 0.33 10:13 

7 1 1.4 0.33 5:7 

8 1 1.5 0.33 10:15 

9 1 1.6 0.33 5:8 

10 1 1.7 0.33 10:17 

11 1 1.8 0.33 5:9 

12 1 1.9 0.33 10:19 

13 1 2.0 0.33 1:2 
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14 1 2.5 0.33 10:25 

15 1 2.75 0.33 4:11 

16 1 3.0 0.33 1:3 

17 3 3 0.1 1:1 

18 3 3 0.25 1:1 

19 3 3 0.5 1:1 

20 3 3 0.6 1:1 

21 3 3 0.65 1:1 

22 3 3 0.7 1:1 

23 3 3 0.75 1:1 

24 3 3 1 1:1 

25 2 4 0.66 1:2 

26 2 6 0.66 1:3 

27 2 8 0.66 1:4 

28 1 5 0.33 1:5 

29 1 6 0.33 1:6 

30 1 7 0.33 1:7 

31 1 8 0.33 1:8 

32 1 9 0.33 1:9 

 

3.3.9 LLPS cocrystallisation 

 

LLPS was obtained by dissolving 1g IND was into 3mL of DMSO by heating it 

to 50°C. Once a clear yellow solution was produced, 3mL of water was added, 

resulting in LLPS. The phases were separated by pouring away the less-

viscous liquid-phase. After its separation, 368mg saccharin was added until it 

was fully mixed into the oily phase.  
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The effect of DMSO:water ratio on cocrystallisation was investigated, by 

carrying out the experiments shown in Error! Reference source not found.. A

fter the addition of water to the DMSO-IND solution, the liquid-phase was 

drained away. The coformer was then gently mixed into the oily-phase after 

the SAC was fully immersed into the oily-phase the sample was placed in the 

analytical equipment.  

  

Table 17. The effect on IND:SAC cocrystal of the solvent to antisolvent ratio 

Experiment Volume of 

DMSO (mL) 

Volume of 

Water (mL) 

Ratio 

(DMSO:Water) 

1 3 3 1:1 

2 3 6 1:2 

3 3 9 1:3 

 

The formation of the IND:SAC cocrystal was analysed in-situ by spectroscopic 

methods. Raman analysis was performed by immediately transferring the 

sample onto a piece of metallic metal mounted on a glass slide. The Raman 

laser was focused and continuous measurements at approximately 120 

second time intervals were taken for a period of 35 minutes using the method 

outlined in section 3.4.2.2 (Page 98). XRD spectra were collected 

consecutively for approximately 60 minutes using the method mentioned in 

section 3.4.2.1  (Page 98). Photoluminescence spectroscopy was carried out 

by placing the oily-phase in the solids container of the spectrometer and 

analysed repeatedly every 2-3 minutes over 120 minutes, the full method and 

parameters used are given in section 3.4.2.3.
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3.4 Characterisation techniques 
 

Characterisation techniques to determine the physicochemical properties of 

the pure drugs, coformers and samples produced have been detailed in this 

section. 

 

3.4.1 Thermal analysis 

3.4.1.1 Thermogravimetric analysis 

Q5000 equipped with a RSC90 cooling unit by TA Instruments (Crawley, UK) 

was used in this study for decomposition analysis.  

Aluminium pans were cleaned and calibrated before loading the samples. 

Experimental samples used were 51mg at a heating rate of 10°C/min under 

nitrogen gas flow at 25mL/min with temperature ranges of 25-600°C. The 

results obtained from the TGA were analysed using TA Universal Analysis 

software. 

 

3.4.1.2 Differential scanning calorimetry 

Q2000 DSC equipped with an RSC 90 cooling unit by TA Instruments 

(Crawley, UK) was used in this study to determine the thermal behaviour of 

samples. The instrument was calibrated using indium metal. Experiments 

were carried out with samples of 1-4mg of material in sealed aluminium pans. 

An empty sealed pan was used as a reference. Several different methods were 

used in different areas of this study, with the most common method being ramp 

from 25°C until 20°C below the decomposition temperature of the sample at 

10°C/min. An inert atmosphere was maintained by purging with nitrogen at 
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50mL/min. The thermograms produced were analysed using TA Universal 

Analysis software. 

 

3.4.2 Spectroscopy 

3.4.2.1 X-ray diffraction 

XRD diffraction analysis was carried out on the Bruker D8 Advance 

manufactured by Bruker, Germany. The Bruker D8 was calibrated using silicon 

carbide as a standard. X-rays used were from a copper source with a 

wavelength of 0.154nm, and voltage used was 40keV with the filament 

emission of 40mA. Samples were either placed inside a plastic holder levelled 

with a glass slide or placed on a standard silicon crystal wafer. Oily-phase 

samples were poured into the sample holder and placed in the diffractometer. 

The experimental parameters were programmed using XRD Wizard (Bruker, 

Germany). Samples were scanned continuously in the range 2θ = 5 to 50° in 

steps of 0.02° and time count of 2sec. The receiving slit was 1° with a scatter 

slit of 0.2°. Data was collected by software provided by the manufacturer as 

part of the instrument and analysed using XRD Commander Software, Match! 

3 (Crystal Impact) and Grams Suite. 

 

3.4.2.2 Raman 

Raman spectrum analysis was carried using a Rennishaw Raman 

spectrometer. Raman spectra of solid samples was obtained by using a 

633nm laser, 100x laser power and 6 accumulations lasting 10 seconds each. 

Accumulations were obtained by setting the system to consecutively analyse 
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the sample 50 times which lasted around 60 minutes. Samples were prepared 

by placing a small amount onto a metallic slide and focused. 

 

As the cocrystallisation process using LLPS was slow immediately after mixing 

the coformer with the oily phase, it was placed in the Raman spectrometer. An 

accumulation was made by acquiring spectra continuously over 60 minutes. 

The data was then analysed using Rennishaw Wire 3.0 Software.  

 

3.4.2.3 Photoluminescence spectroscopy 

 The samples in this study were analysed using a FluoroMax-4 

Spectrofluorometer, as shown in Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19. Photograph of FluoroMax-4 used to analyse the samples 
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The gel-like samples were added into the solid sample holder (shown in Figure 

20), and an excitation spectrum was obtained every 2 minutes for 120 minutes. 

Liquid samples were placed in a cuvette which was then placed in the 

FluoroMax-4, and an excitation spectrum was obtained. All excitation 

spectrums were obtained at an excitation wavelength of 300nm, entrance and 

exit slit spacings of 1mm each. Data was analysed using FluorEssence and 

Microsoft Excel software packages. 

   

Figure 20. Photographs of the solid sample holder (left) and cuvette slot (right) 

in the FluoroMax-4 

Solvents need to be screened with the molecule being analysed using 

photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy to find one that is suitable. Solvent 

suitability is based on its ability to solubilise the material being analysed and 

its fluorescence properties.  The only viable solvent for IND was 1-

chlorobutane. Most other solvents had a high intensity count at the same 

wavelength as the IND, which would result in overlapping peaks. Details of all 

solvents screened are given in Table 18. 

Sample Slot for Cuvette  
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Table 18. List of solvents screened in using photoluminescence spectroscopy 

to find a suitable solvent for IND 

Solvent Observation 

Diethyl ether Overlapping peak 

Toluene Insoluble 

Methanol Overlapping peak 

2-propanol Overlapping peak 

Hexane Insoluble 

Ethyl acetate Overlapping peak 

Ethanol Overlapping peak 

Tetrahydrofuran Overlapping peak 

1-chlorobutane Works well 

Cyclohexane Insoluble, precipitate produced 

Heptane Insoluble, forms glass 

 

3.4.3 Microscopy 

3.4.3.1 Scanning electron microscope 

Quanta 400 SEM by FEI (Cambridge, UK) was used to acquire images and 

study the morphology of the samples. Powdered/solid samples were put onto 

a self-adhesive Agar Scientific G3347N carbon adhesive tabs mounted on 

Agar Scientific G301 aluminium specimen stubs. Then the samples were 

coated with 45nm of gold. The stubs were purchased from Agar Scientific Ltd, 

Stansted, UK. The micrographs were taken at a voltage of 20,000 kV under 

vacuum. 

 

SEM micrographs of liquid/gel samples (Oil Phase II) were taken by using the 

environmental SEM. The specimen was poured into the sample holder and 
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placed in the SEM chamber on a Peltier thermally controlled stage, a 

photograph of the setup is shown in Figure 21.  

 

Figure 21. Photograph of the SEM Peltier stage with sample after 

crystallisation 

The stage allows a controlled environment directly around the sample. A 

gaseous electron detector (GSED) was used, which makes the path of the 

electrons shorter coming out of the column, hitting the sample then being 

detected; allowing for the absorption and refraction of electrons by the water 

vapour surrounding the sample. Low vacuum was used due to the samples 

being in semi-liquid form. Using the SEM under high vacuum would cause the 

sample to evaporate and possibly condense on the chamber walls or be 

removed through the vacuum system. 

Sample 

Peltier stage 

Water supply 
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3.4.3.2 Videography 

Videos of the reaction in progress were recorded using a Sony HDR-SR12E 

camcorder. 

 

3.4.4 High performance liquid chromatography 

 

High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was performed on Waters 

e2695 for all samples out to determine the concentration. The stationary phase 

column was Aligent Zorbax SB-C18 (5µm, 4.6 x 150 mm), the mobile phase 

was 30% of 0.2% phosphoric acid and 70% of acetonitrile (ACN) at a flow rate 

of 0.6mL/min. Initially, a calibration curve was prepared by diluting 1mg/mL 

IND in ACN to the required concentrations in the range 10-100µL. The 

detection wavelength was 237nm for IND. 

 

Assay – cocrystal samples (15mg accurately weighed to 0.1mg) were 

dissolved into 5mL acetonitrile (ACN) and made to 10mL using buffer solution 

in a graduated flask. The solution was then diluted 10 times and analysed 

using HPLC. 

 

Calibration curve – several known concentrations of IND were made up by 

dissolving a known amount in DMSO and diluting it using ACN. The known 

concentrations were then analysed using HPLC. The area was plotted against 

the concentration to obtain a calibration curve. A linear trendline was added, 

and the equation deduced to calculate the unknown sample concentrations. 
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Solubility – Excess amount of IND was added to the solvent in a vial together 

and left to stir using a magnetic stirrer for 24 hours at ambient temperature. 

The liquid was then filtered and diluted to be analysed by HPLC. 

 

3.4.5 Dissolution studies 

 

Dissolution experiments were carried out using Labindia dissolution 

apparatus. Buffer solution with pH 7.67, was prepared using 1.388g sodium 

hydroxide (NaOH) and 6.846g monobasic potassium phosphate per 1000mL. 

Initially Samples (15-20mg of IND accurately weighed to 0.1mg) were added 

into 500mL buffer solution. A sample volume of 5mL was removed at every 

time interval and replaced with the corresponding amount of buffer solution. 

Samples were collected in the range of 0-60 minutes. 

 

The dried cocrystals were taken and ground into fine particles, these were then 

placed in 500mL of buffer solution, with dissolution samples taken at 5, 10, 15, 

20, 30 and 60 minutes. The concentration of samples was measured directly 

without further dilution using HPLC.  
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3.5 Software 
 

Error! Reference source not found. outlines details of the various software p

ackages used during this project. 

 

Table 19. Details of software applications 

Application Name Purpose 

TA Universal Analysis Processing of data obtained using DSC and 

TGA 

PowDLL Converter Conversion of XRD RAW data to excel-

compatible format 

PCP Disso V3 Processing of dissolution data 

Match!3 XRD diffractogram analysis and processing  

OriginPro 8 XRD diffractogram analysis and processing 

Grams Suite Processing and analysis of Raman and FTIR 

data 

FluorEssence Processing of data from fluorometer 
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4 Evaluation of the effect of polymer and solvents on 

cocrystal formation 
 

This chapter contains the results and discussion of the effect of polymer and 

solvents on cocrystal morphology. An important outcome of this work was the 

formation of liquid-liquid phase separation. A schematic of this chapter is given 

in Figure 22. 

 

Figure 22. Schematic presentation of chapter 4 

 

  

Cocrystallisation

Crystal 
morphology

Solvent

Polymer

LLPS
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This chapter is divided into five sections, investigating the effects of processing 

parameters on the cocrystals: 

• Section 4.1: carbamazepine:saccharin  

• Section 4.2:  carbamazepine:saccharin with binding agent 

• Section 4.3:  carbamazepine:nicotinamide   

• Section 4.4:  ethanzamide:saccharin  

• Section 4.5:  indomethacin:saccharin  

 

The polymer polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was selected due to its extensive use 

within pharmaceuticals and due to its safety. Saccharin was chosen as the 

coformer for cocrystallisation, as it falls under GRAS and is readily available.  

The structures of the saccharin and PVP are given in Figure 23. Details of the 

APIs, together with their molecular structures, has been given in section 2.7 

(Page 57). 

 

  

Saccharin 

C7H5NO3S 

1,1-dioxo-1,2-benzothiazol-3-one 

PVP 

(C6H9NO)n 

Polyvinylpyrrolidone 

Figure 23. Molecular structures of PVP and saccharin  
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4.1 Effect of polymer concentration and solvent on the 

carbamazepine:saccharin cocrystal 

 

4.1.1 Introduction 

 

The carbamazepine:saccharin (CBZ:SAC) pair was selected as it has been 

widely studied (Porter III et al. 2008). Qui (2015) has previously reported how 

different polymers impact the release profile of carbamazepine. Furthermore, 

no studies have considered the effect of solvent together with polymer 

concentration upon these cocrystals by antisolvent crystallisation. Different 

polymorphs have been obtained by using different levels of supersaturation 

(Pagire et al. 2013b). 

 

SAC is a commonly used coformer for cocrystallisation in the pharmaceutical 

industry and is generally recognised as safe by the American Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA).  Polymers are also commonly used excipients within the 

pharmaceutical industry, providing many applications as previously discussed 

in the introduction. The polymer polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) was selected due 

to its extensive use within pharmaceuticals and due to its safety.  

 

4.1.2 Aims and objectives 

 

This research aims to establish if changing the polymer PVP concentration 

has an impact on the polymorphic form of the CBZ:SAC cocrystal. 

Furthermore, the study will investigate if there are differences in the 

polymorphs by using different solvents. 
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4.1.3 Results and discussion 

4.1.3.1 Differential scanning calorimetry  

The thermograms in Figure 24 show that the melting temperatures (Tm) are 

very similar and that the same cocrystal is produced despite the increase in 

PVP concentration. The Tm does decrease slightly with the inclusion of PVP 

in the antisolvent. Carbamazepine melts around 190.2°C and saccharin at 

228°C. Therefore, the peaks at 169-171°C and 173-176°C relate to Form II 

and Form I respectively, as reported by Porter III (2008) that the melting 

temperature of Form II is 166.8° and Form I is 173.8°.  

 

 

Figure 24. DSC thermograms of CBZ:SAC cocrystal produced using ethanol 

as the solvent and PVP solution as the antisolvent at various concentrations 

Inclusion of PVP in the antisolvent led to a decrease in the Tc of the cocrystals. 

Incorporating PVP also increased the heat flow, meaning that the crystals 

were less exothermic, as the crystals had less energy due to the PVP having 
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a stabilising effect upon them. Furthermore, during the experiment, it was 

observed that in the batches with PVP, the precipitation of crystals was slower. 

 

Using methanol and DMSO as solvents instead of ethanol produced similar 

results (See appendix). However, the heat flow was very small for Form I when 

methanol was used as the solvent as the formation; Form II is favoured in this 

case.  

 

4.1.3.2 X-ray diffraction 

Powder XRD analysis was carried out as shown in Figure 25
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Figure 25 and the peak at 2 = 4.80° is characteristic of Form II, as previously 

demonstrated by Porter III (2008).  

 

 

Figure 25. XRD diffractogram of CBZ:SAC cocrystals formed by antisolvent 

cocrystallisation using ethanol as the solvent and PVP solution as the 

antisolvent at various concentrations 

The characteristic peak for Form I is absent at 2 = 6.88°, possibly due to 

limitations of the instrument (Porter III et al. 2008). Using methanol and DMSO 

did not produce any different XRD diffractograms, these have been included 

in the appendix. 
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4.1.3.3 Scanning electron microscope 

SEM micrographs were acquired for all cocrystal samples produced to 

visualise morphological changes. The SEM micrographs were taken at 500x, 

and 5000x magnifications are given in the following figures: 

• Figure 26 – Ethanol 

• Figure 27 – Methanol 

• Figure 28 – DMSO
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Figure 26. SEM micrographs of CBZ:SAC cocrystals formed by antisolvent cocrystallisation using ethanol as the solvent and PVP 

solution at different concentrations 
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Figure 27. SEM micrographs of CBZ:SAC cocrystals formed by antisolvent cocrystallisation using methanol as the solvent and PVP 

solution at different concentrations 
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Figure 28. SEM micrographs of CBZ:SAC cocrystals formed by antisolvent cocrystallisation using DMSO as the solvent and PVP 

solution at different concentrations 
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Figure 26 shows the visual differences. It can be noted that by the inclusion of 

PVP, the particles produced have more uniformity in terms of shapes and sizes 

as, without PVP, the particles have random shapes and no uniformity. Figure 

27 and Figure 28 showed that the particles had similar visual appearances 

with polymer inclusion in terms of uniformity, size and shapes.  With DMSO, 

the crystals produced look porous, whereas, with methanol and ethanol, they 

look like sheets piled on top of each other, as shown in Figure 26, Figure 27 

and Figure 28. 

 

4.1.4 Summary 

 

The inclusion of PVP slowed down precipitation of the cocrystals. 

Furthermore, it had an impact on the melting point; in general, the onset of the 

melting point was lower with increasing PVP concentration. The batches in 

which PVP was used the crystals were more uniform, as shown in the SEM 

micrographs. 
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4.2 Effect of binding agent at the interface of the 

carbamazepine:saccharin cocrystal  

 

4.2.1 Introduction 

 

In the previous section, it was considered how solvent and polymer 

concentration impacted the CBZ:SAC cocrystal. Pagire (2013b) has previously 

reported the use of benzene as a binding agent in spherical crystallisation 

where it was added dropwise after the precipitation of the cocrystal. This 

section considers if the placement of the binding agent in the antisolvent leads 

to changes in the CBZ:SAC cocrystal. 

 

4.2.2 Aims and objectives 

 

This research aims to establish if changing the placement of the binding agent 

(benzene) has an impact on the polymorphic form of the cocrystal. 

Furthermore, the study will investigate if there are any visible differences in 

the particles produced. 
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4.2.3 Results and discussion 

4.2.3.1 Differential scanning calorimetry  

DSC thermograms for CBZ:SAC cocrystals formed with altering the site of the 

binding agent are shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30.  

 

Figure 29. DSC thermogram of CBZ:SAC cocrystal with binding agent mixed 

into antisolvent 

 

Figure 30. DSC thermogram of CBZ:SAC cocrystal with binding agent placed 

on top of antisolvent 

Figure 29 and Figure 30 show the melting endotherms at 169-170°C and 

175°C, which are characteristic of Form II and Form I, respectively.  
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4.2.3.2 X-ray diffraction 

The XRD diffractogram in Figure 31 shows characteristic peaks for both Form 

I and Form II.  

 

 

Figure 31. XRD diffractograms for CBZ:SAC cocrystals formed with binding 

agent mixed into the antisolvent (top) and binding agent placed on top of 

antisolvent (bottom) 

Peaks present at 2 = 4.80° and 2 = 6.88 are characteristic for Form I and II 

respectively. Mixing benzene into the water led to peak intensity at 2 = 6.88, 

decreasing in comparison to when it was placed on the surface—possibly 

suggesting that the benzene is inhibiting the formation of CBZ-SAC Form II. 
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Furthermore, from the experiments reported in section 4.1, there were no 

characteristic peaks of Form II. Therefore, the inclusion of benzene promoted 

the formation of this polymorph, benzene was used as this has previously been 

reported to facilitate spherical cocrystallisation (Pagire et al. 2013b). All 

experiments were repeated in triplicates to confirm findings. 

 

4.2.3.3 Scanning electron microscope 

Figure 32 shows the scanning electron micrographs for CBZ:SAC cocrystals. 

 

Magnification Sample details 

Binding agent mixed into 

antisolvent 

Binding agent placed on 

top of antisolvent 

500x 

  

5000x 

  

Figure 32. Scanning electron micrographs showing morphological changes in 

CBZ:SAC cocrystals by altering the site of interaction of the binding agent 
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Mixing the binding agent into the antisolvent changed the morphology of the 

cocrystals; the particles were rougher and slightly porous, whereas when 

benzene was placed on top, the sheets were smoother, as can be seen in the 

micrographs taken at 5000x. Furthermore, the particles were closer together, 

and the crystals visually look smaller when the binding agent was placed on 

top. 

 

4.2.4 Summary 

 

Polymorphic forms I and II were both produced despite altering the interface 

of the binding agent. The cocrystals produced had slight variations in 

morphology. When the binding agent was mixed into the antisolvent, the 

cocrystals formed were porous. Whereas, when the binding agent was placed 

on top, the cocrystals did not grow as long.  
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4.3 Effect of polymer concentration and solvent on the 

carbamazepine:nicotinamide cocrystal 

 

4.3.1 Introduction 

 

In section 4.1, the study concluded that altering the solvent and polymer 

concentration led to changes in the cocrystal. This section uses the same 

method to find out if the same applies to other carbamazepine cocrystals. 

Nicotinamide (Figure 33) is a, generally regarded as safe chemical and a 

commonly used coformer in cocrystallisation. However, its main use within the 

pharmaceutical industry is for the treatment of high cholesterol. The cocrystal 

pair carbamazepine:nicotinamide (CBZ:NIC) has been produced by various 

methods previously (Rahman et al. 2011). 

 

 

C6H6N2O 

pyridine-3-carboxamide 

Figure 33. Structure of nicotinamide 
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4.3.2 Aims and objectives 

 

This research aims to establish if changing the polymer (PVP) concentration 

has an impact on the polymorphic form of the cocrystal CBZ:NIC. Furthermore, 

the study will investigate if there are differences in the polymorphs by using 

different solvents.  

 

4.3.3 Results and discussion  

4.3.3.1 Differential scanning calorimetry of CBZ hydrate 

Figure 34 shows the DSC thermograms for the batches produced using 

ethanol as the solvent. Similar results were seen when DMSO and methanol 

were used as solvents; these thermograms have been included in the 

appendix. 

 

 

Figure 34. DSC thermograms for CBZ samples produced using ethanol as the 

solvent and PVP solution at various concentrations as the antisolvent 
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In the DSC thermograms, no endotherms were present around 128°C, the 

melting point nicotinamide. The broad endothermic peak present at 74-84°C 

corresponds to the dehydration of CBZ. The sharp endothermic peak present 

around 190°C corresponds to the melting of CBZ Form I.  

 

4.3.3.2 X-ray diffraction 

Powder XRD of the CBZ hydrate formed is shown in Figure 35. 

 

 

Figure 35. Powder XRD diffractogram of CBZ hydrate formed using ethanol 

as the solvent and PVP solution of various concentrations as the antisolvent 
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Figure 35 shows the XRD diffractogram of hydrated CBZ produced using 

ethanol as the solvent and PVP at various concentrations as the antisolvent. 

The peaks present at 2 = 8.78, 12.15, 18.76 and 19.37 are characteristic of 

hydrated carbamazepine (Pinto et al. 2014). The XRD diffractograms for the 

samples produced using methanol and DMSO were similar; therefore, they 

have been included in the appendix. 

 

4.3.3.3 Scanning electron microscope 

The SEM micrographs in Figure 36, Figure 37 and Figure 38 show that the 

inclusion of PVP in the antisolvent the particles produced were thicker than 

those without PVP. 
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Figure 36. SEM micrographs of CBZ hydrate crystals formed using ethanol as the solvent and PVP solution at various concentrations 

as the antisolvent 
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Figure 37. SEM micrographs of CBZ hydrate crystals formed using methanol as the solvent and PVP solution at various 

concentrations as the antisolvent 
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Figure 38. SEM micrographs of CBZ hydrate crystals formed using DMSO as the solvent and PVP solution at various concentrations 

as the antisolvent
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When DMSO was used as the solvent, many smaller sized crystals were 

contrasting the crystals formed using the solvents ethanol and methanol. The 

addition of PVP in the antisolvent when using DMSO the number of smaller 

particles was reduced. In addition, it was observed that during the experiment 

in the runs without polymer, precipitation of the cocrystals was considerably 

quicker, as expected. 

 

 

4.3.3.4 Inability of antisolvent cocrystallisation 

The CBZ:NIC cocrystal did not precipitate due to poor solvent selection. This 

research will now consider other solvents that can be used to investigate the 

effect of solvent and polymer concentration on the CBZ:NIC cocrystal. 
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4.3.3.5 DSC of CBZ:NIC 

DSC thermogram of the CBZ:NIC cocrystal is shown in Figure 39. 

 

 

Figure 39. DSC thermogram of the C044 (90mL n-Hexane; Ethanol) 

 

The CBZ:NIC cocrystal formed by antisolvent cocrystallisation when ethanol 

was used as the solvent with the antisolvent n-Hexane. The thermogram 

shows a sharp endothermic peak at 159°C, which is characteristic of the 

CBZ:NIC cocrystal (2013).  
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4.3.4 Summary 

 

There were morphological changes due to solvent and polymer concentration 

on the CBZ hydrate.  

 

CBZ:NIC cocrystal was successfully obtained; however, this was not adequate 

to fulfil the requirements of this study as PVP is insoluble in the antisolvent. 

Despite trying many solvent/antisolvent pairs, a suitable pair for this study was 

not found, due to NIC being highly soluble in most of the solvents used. 

Subsequently, this resulted in the loss of NIC upon filtration in the filtrate due 

to it being in solution. Furthermore, when PVP was dissolved in cyclohexane 

to be used as the antisolvent a suspension formed. The production of CBZ:NIC 

cocrystal by antisolvent crystallisation has not been previously reported.  

 

The experiments could have been designed better by selecting an appropriate 

solvent. The experimental design can be changed, and the polymer can be 

added to the solvent solution or a multi-solvent system. However, this may 

lead to the polymer being degraded as the solvent solution requires heating to 

allow the constituents to dissolve fully. The addition of polymer after the 

constituents have fully dissolved could be a possibility and to study the effect 

of the polymer on the crystallisation process. Rather than using the solvent 

antisolvent approach, it would be possible to undertake the study using solvent 

evaporation crystallisation. 
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4.4 Effect of PVP concentration and solvent on the 

ethenzamide:saccharin cocrystal 

 

4.4.1 Introduction 

 

The results of experiments conducted to determine the effects of PVP 

concentration and solvent on the EA:SAC cocrystal are presented in this 

section. The EA:SAC pair was selected as it has been widely studied 

(Aitipamula et al. 2009; Aitipamula et al. 2012; Khatioda et al. 2017). EA is 

particularly important for this research as it forms a metastable polymorph with 

SAC. 

 

4.4.2 Aims and objectives 

 

This research aims to establish if changing the polymer PVP concentration 

has an impact on the polymorphic form of the cocrystal EA:SAC. Furthermore, 

the study will investigate if there are differences in the polymorphs by altering 

solvents. 
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4.4.3 Results and discussion 

4.4.3.1 Scanning electron microscope 

The cocrystals of EA:SAC displayed morphological differences due to the 

solvents and concentration of PVP in the antisolvent.  SEM micrographs for 

the antisolvent cocrystals obtained are shown for the solvents: 

 

• Methanol – Figure 40 

• Ethanol – Figure 41  

• DMSO – Figure 42  
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Figure 40. SEM micrographs of EA:SAC cocrystals formed using methanol as 

the solvent and different concentrations of PVP as the antisolvent at 

magnifications of 100x and 500x 
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Figure 41. SEM micrographs of EA:SAC cocrystals formed using ethanol as 

the solvent and different concentrations of PVP as the antisolvent at 

magnifications of 100x and 500x 
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Figure 42. SEM micrographs of EA:SAC cocrystals formed using DMSO as 

the solvent and different concentrations of PVP as the antisolvent at 

magnifications of 100x and 500x 
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The SEM micrographs for methanol as the solvent (Figure 40) and 0.5% w/v 

PVP show the largest cocrystals. The cocrystals that formed without PVP 

seem to have a more uniform size distribution. In the concentrations of 1% and 

1.5% PVP the crystals are thinner and longer, possibly suggesting the 

inclusion of PVP favours growth in this direction. Whereas, in the SEM 

micrographs for cocrystals obtained with ethanol as the solvent (Figure 41), 

show that larger cocrystals were obtained at the concentration of 1% w/v PVP. 

Again, in all cocrystals with PVP included growth was favoured in one 

direction. 

 

The SEM micrographs for the solvent DMSO (Figure 42) show considerable 

differences to those for ethanol and method. Without PVP there were similar 

cocrystals also smaller cocrystals formed, which were absent in the case of 

0.5% and 1% PVP. When the concentration of PVP was increased to 1.5% 

growth of the cocrystals was severely restricted and flower-like structures 

formed from a centre. At PVP concentrations of 0.5% and 1%, long needle-

like crystals were formed. 

 

4.4.3.2 Differential scanning calorimetry  

Figure 43 shows DSC thermograms for EA and SAC, the starting materials 

along with their physical mixture. The physical mixture was analysed to 

determine if it underwent fusion cocrystallisation and the presence of eutectic 

point. 
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Figure 43. DSC thermogram of ethenzamide, saccharin and physical mixture 

of EA & SAC  

The thermogram for EA (Figure 43) has an endotherm at 131°C that is 

indicative of its melting point. The thermogram for SAC has an endotherm at 

229°C, which is indicative of its melting point. The physical mixture of EA and 

SAC had an endotherm at 120°C that is suggestive of the melting point of 

Form II. Previous studies have determined the melting points of Form I and 

Form II EA:SAC cocrystals, Tonset = 122.5°C and 120.8°C respectively 

(Aitipamula et al. 2009). The physical mixture also had endotherms at 108°C, 

and 111°C, the endotherm at 108°C could be the eutectic point of the mixture. 

Most likely crystallisation is taking place around 111°C hence the small 

amount of heat flow required. 
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The DSC thermograms for the solvents methanol and DMSO are given in 

Figure 44 and Figure 45 respectively. When ethanol was used as the solvent, 

similar thermograms as methanol were obtained. 

 

Figure 44. DSC thermogram of EA:SAC cocrystals formed using methanol as 

the solvent and different concentrations of PVP as the antisolvent 

Figure 44 shows endotherms at 123-124°C, which represent the melting of 

EA:SAC cocrystal Form II. The endotherms had a later onset due to the 

melting temperature increasing with the inclusion of PVP; this occurred due to 

the stabilising effect of PVP. However, when 1.5% w/v PVP was used as the 

antisolvent, the peak melting temperature was lower than that of 0.5% and 

1%.  Possibly due to the particles being smaller in size, as the higher 

concentration of PVP limited growth; smaller crystals are shown in the SEM 

images.  
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Figure 45. DSC thermogram of EA:SAC cocrystals formed using DMSO as the 

solvent and different concentrations of PVP as the antisolvent 

Figure 45 has a thermogram for the physical mixture was acquired at the same 

time as the other samples is shown, with the endotherm for the eutectic 

mixture at 105°C, exotherm for crystallisation of the cocrystal at 108°C and its 

melting endotherm at 119°C. The thermograms for the samples with 0% and 

0.5% w/v PVP have two endotherms; the first endotherm is present around 

112°C with the second at 124°C. At a concentration of 1.5% w/v PVP, there 

was only one broad endotherm present at 108°C. The DSC thermogram for 

1% w/v PVP shows two endotherms merged into each other, with the first at 

112°C and the second 120°C. Possibly both polymorphs were formed using 

this technique; however, it is not possible to distinguish which polymorph 

formed first using DSC as the application of thermal energy can cause 

polymorphic transformation. Furthermore, the melting points can be affected 

by the presence of a polymer. 
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4.4.3.3 X-ray diffraction 

Powder XRD was used to produce X-ray diffractograms of the starting 

materials and cocrystals; these are given in the following figures: 

• Figure 46 – Cocrystals formed using ethanol as the solvent  

• Figure 47 – Cocrystals formed using methanol as the solvent 

• Figure 48 – Cocrystals formed using DMSO as the solvent 

 

 

Figure 46. Powder XRD diffractograms for EA, SAC, EA SAC Physical Mixture 

and EA:SAC cocrystals formed using ethanol as the solvent and PVP at 

various concentrations (0%, 0.5%, 1% and 1.5%) as the antisolvent 

Figure 46 and Figure 47 show diffraction peak at 2θ = 17.3° which is 

characteristic of the EA:SAC cocrystal polymorphic Form I. This corresponds 
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to the characteristic peaks that have been previously reported (Aitipamula et 

al. 2009). Some of the peaks at various 2θ values were not present due to 

small amounts of samples and insensitivity of the X-ray detector. The yield for 

these experiments was low, possibly due to PVP slowing down nucleation. 

 

 

Figure 47. Powder XRD diffractograms for EA, SAC, EA SAC Physical Mixture 

and EA:SAC cocrystals formed using methanol as the solvent and PVP at 

various concentrations (0%, 0.5%, 1% and 1.5%) as the antisolvent 
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Figure 48. Powder XRD diffractograms for EA, SAC, EA SAC Physical Mixture 

and EA:SAC cocrystals formed using DMSO as the solvent and PVP at various 

concentrations (0%, 0.5%, 1% and 1.5%) as the antisolvent 

EA:SAC cocrystals polymorphic form I were produced using with and without 

PVP in the antisolvent as indicated by the characteristic peaks at 2θ values of 

15.1° and 17.3° shown in Figure 48. However, there are also peaks present at 

2θ values of 5.7° and 11.4° that are characteristic of Form II. Overall, looking 

at both the DSC and XRD data in combination, possibly both polymorphs were 

produced. 
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4.5 Effect of polymer concentration and solvent on the 

indomethacin:saccharin cocrystal  

 

4.5.1 Introduction 

 

In section 4.3 a suitable solvent antisolvent pair in which the polymer PVP was 

soluble was not found. All experiments were repeated in triplicates. Therefore, 

this section will consider the cocrystal indomethacin:saccharin (IND:SAC) 

instead. This section gives the results of the investigation into the effect of 

polymer concentration and solvent on the morphology of IND:SAC cocrystals.  

 

IND was selected as it falls under Class II of the biopharmaceutics 

classification system therefore in need of solubility enhancement. Background 

details of IND are given in Chapter 2; further details have been outlined in 

Table 20. 

 

Table 20. Physicochemical properties of indomethacin 

Chemical name 1-(4-Chlorobenzoyl)-5-methoxy-2-

methyl-1H-indole-3-acetic acid 

Molecular structure See 2-[1-(4-chlorobenzoyl)-5-

methoxy-2-methylindol-3-

yl]acetic acid 

Figure 14 (Page 59) 

Molecular formula C19H16ClNO4 

Molecular weight 357.80 

Melting point 158-161° 
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Description White crystalline powder 

Solubility Soluble in ethanol and dimethyl 

sulfoxide. 

Storage Light Sensitive. Ambient 

temperatures. 

 

It has been previously reported that during antisolvent crystallisation pure 

IND:SAC crystals have been formed by using methanol as the solvent (Chun 

et al. 2013). The cocrystal has desirable characteristics, including improved 

solubility. Furthermore, the cocrystal is relatively simple to prepare within the 

laboratory. This study will evaluate how altering the solvent and polymer 

concentration in the antisolvent effects the IND:SAC cocrystal. 

 

4.5.2 Aims and objectives 

 

This research aims to establish if changing the polymer (PVP) concentration 

has an impact on the polymorphic form of the cocrystal IND:SAC. 

Furthermore, the study will investigate if there are differences in the 

polymorphs by using different solvents. 
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4.5.3 Results and discussion 

4.5.3.1 Differential scanning calorimetry  

Indomethacin, both α and γ forms have melting points around 158-161°C, and 

the melting point of saccharin is 228.8°C. Previous studies have shown a 

sharp endothermic peak at 183°C for the cocrystal. It has been reported that 

the IND:SAC cocrystal comes about due to interactions between the IND 

carboxylic acid dimer and SAC imide dimer synthon, through weak N-H⋯O 

bonding (2013). 

 

Figure 49. DSC thermograms for IND, SAC and IND SAC Physical Mixture 

A consistent observation can be made from DSC results (Figure 49). Figure 

49 (green) shows the thermogram for the IND SAC physical mixture in which 

two endothermic peaks appear, the first at 153°C and the second at 184°C. 

The peak at 184°C could easily mislead one to think that this is a thermogram 

of the cocrystal and not of the physical mixture as it coincides with that of the 

IND:SAC cocrystal. A small exothermic peak can be seen at 161°C 
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immediately after the first endothermic event, suggesting crystallisation. 

Therefore, the physical mixture did not contain the cocrystal; rather, it was a 

consequence of heating the sample. The indomethacin first melted in which 

the saccharin dissolved in it leading to crystallisation at 161°C, forming the 

cocrystal. The process of melting and crystallisation are partially overlapping, 

which could explain the low rate of the peak at 153°C that makes it difficult to 

observe crystallisation (Ervasti et al. 2015). 

 

 

Figure 50. DSC thermogram for IND:SAC cocrystal formed using DMSO as 

the solvent and 1.5% w/v PVP as the antisolvent 

Experimental batches were left in the centrifugation tubes to dry, and samples 

were analysed using DSC on day 9. Most of the batches showed cocrystal 

formation. The thermogram shown in Figure 50 shows a sharp endothermic 

peak at 183°C characteristic of the IND:SAC cocrystal. The same was true for 

other batches analysed using the DSC on day 9. The temperature reported by 
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Basavoju et al. (2008) was 184.20°C. The difference is most likely due to 

impurities in our sample which lowered the melting point as the batches did 

not fully dry till day 9 and crystallisation could have occurred due to solvent 

evaporation. The experiment was repeated with standardised batches 

(Batches I032 – I043) in terms of solvent concentrations. 

 

 

Figure 51. DSC thermograms for α-IND obtained using various ratios of 

solvent to antisolvent; I032 (1:9 DMSO:Water), I036 (10:45 Ethanol:Water), 

I040 (1:9 Methanol:Water) 

Figure 51 shows a sharp endothermic peak around 151°C, characteristic of α-

IND; no polymer was used in these batches. However, when the same batches 

were filtered, small endothermic peaks appeared at 183°C, as shown in Figure 

52.  
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Figure 52. DSC thermograms for α-IND obtained using various ratios of 

solvent to antisolvent; I036 (10:45mL Ethanol:Water; Filtered) & I040 

(10:45mL Methanol:Water; Filtered) 

Centrifugation is a non-destructive process in which chemical lysis could take 

place due to the solvents present; however, it is unlikely that the centrifugation 

process is affecting. The supernatant from centrifugation did not have much 

solvent as the supernatant from filtration. The residual solvent in the filtered 

product could have given rise to cocrystallisation by solvent evaporation. 

Previously it has been reported that solvent antisolvent crystallisation of 

IND:SAC was achieved by using methanol as the solvent; however, in this 

study cocrystals were produced using both methanol and ethanol (Chun et al. 

2013). 
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Figure 53. DSC thermogram of the product formed; IND with SAC using 

antisolvent cocrystallisation using 1:9 DMSO to 1.5% w/v PVP antisolvent ratio 

The thermogram shown in Figure 53 has an endotherm at 143.7°C; this is 

lower than that of indomethacin or saccharin. There was a small endotherm at 

181.6°C, which is near to the melting point of the cocrystal. In both cases, the 

melting points are lower than those previously reported suggesting impurities 

in the sample. Likewise, the broad exothermic, endothermic and sharp 

exothermic peaks at various temperatures were present in all batches with 

PVP. The sharp exothermic peaks are indicative that some crystallisation has 

taken place. 
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4.5.3.2 X-ray diffraction 

Powder XRD were obtained for IND, SAC and their physical mixture, as shown 

in Figure 54. 

 

 

Figure 54. XRD Pattern of IND, SAC and physical mixture of IND SAC 

No diffraction peaks are present in the region 2 = 5-8°C for neither IND nor 

SAC, which makes XRD an ideal tool for identification of the cocrystal. The 

characteristic peaks of the cocrystal have been reported at 2 values 5-8°C 

(Basavoju et al. 2008). 
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Powder XRD diffractograms for the cocrystals had high intensity diffraction 

peaks present at 2 values of 11.6°, 16.4°, 19.6°, 21.7°, 26.89° and 29.3°. 

These correspond to γ-IND, as shown in Figure 54 (Pan et al. 2006). 

 

 

Figure 55. XRD diffractograms for IND:SAC cocrystals formation attempted 

using DMSO as the solvent and PVP solution as the antisolvent at different 

concentrations 

However Chun et al. (2013) reported a peak at 2 = 12.6°, but this does not 

seem to confirm with our results, nor those reported by Chun et al. (2013). 

Diffraction peaks have been reported at 8.3° (α-IND) or 15.8° (α-IND and/or 

SAC) (Chun et al. 2013). Another characteristic peak for the IND:SAC 
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cocrystal has been reported at 2 14.3° (Padrela et al. 2012). The diffraction 

patterns shown in Figure 55 do not have peaks that are characteristic of the 

cocrystal. The diffraction patterns for batches with the inclusion of polymer are 

also shown in Figure 55. However, due to excessive noise, it is not clear if any 

crystallisation has taken place.  

 

The solvent to antisolvent ratio in samples I032-I043 was 1:9 (for DMSO) and 

2:9 (for methanol and ethanol). These high ratios are not the optimal for 

cocrystallisation efficiency as reported by Chun et al. (2013) who used a 2:1 

ratio (150mL solvent with 75mL water) and was able to filter the solution 

through 2.5 micrometre filter paper. The larger the ratio used in solvent 

antisolvent crystallisation gives rise to smaller particles. 

 

4.5.4 Summary 

 

In summary, cocrystals were manufactured using the solvent antisolvent 

process and using DSC analysis; it was possible to obtain characteristic 

endothermic peaks for the cocrystal for the samples that were filtered. 

However, characteristic peaks for the cocrystals for the batches that 

underwent centrifugation were not possible. Therefore, the method needs to 

be altered so that larger particles can be produced that do not need 

centrifugation. 
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5 Liquid-liquid phase separation of indomethacin  
 

This chapter investigates the LLPS of indomethacin, and a phase diagram is 

constructed that illustrates how liquid-liquid phase separation can be avoided. 

The chapter also gives details of other APIs investigated for the formation of 

LLPS. An important outcome of this work was to conclude what the 

indomethacin LLPS can be used for potentially. An important aspect of this 

work was to determine if the LLPS amorphous form can be stabilised.  In 

addition, to focusing on if LLPS could be used for cocrystal formation. A 

schematic of the chapter is given in Figure 56. 

 

 

Figure 56. Schematic presentation of chapter 5 

  

LLPS formation

Oily-phase separation

•Amorphous stablisation

LLPS avoidance
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5.1 Phase diagram and solubility 
 

Understanding the formation of LLPS of IND, different phases within the 

system can enable a tailored design to determine how to prevent the formation 

of LLPS. A phase diagram was constructed, as shown in Figure 57, there are 

five sections based on different appearances and features. The oily-phase has 

been categorised into two types: Oil Phase I (OP-I) and Oil Phase II (OP-II). 

OP-I floated at the top of the vessel and was in a small quantity, therefore not 

easy to separate. OP-II was in greater amount, instantly settled to the bottom 

of the vessel as well as being considerably viscous and its formation was 

highly distinctive. The liquid/aqueous phase was also categorised into two 

types: Liquid Phase I (LP-I) and Liquid Phase II (LP-II). LP-I was clear whereas 

LP-II was milky and formed when the amount of increased. Photographs of 

the various phases are given in Figure 58, Figure 59, Figure 60, Figure 61, 

Figure 62 and Figure 63. 
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Figure 57. Phase diagram of IND in DMSO with water, showing changes in 

water/concentration that lead to visible changes and various phases 
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Figure 58. Photograph of IND 

dissolved in DMSO 

 

 

Figure 59.  Photograph of IND 

dissolved in DMSO with water 

added to top showing LLPS (LP-I 

and LP-II) 

 

Figure 60. Photograph of IND LLPS 

showing LP-II 

 

Figure 61. Photograph of IND LLPS 

showing OP-I and OP-II 

LP-I 

LP-I 

LP-II 

OP-II 
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Figure 62. Photograph of IND 

showing OP-I floating at the top of LP-

II 

 

Figure 63. Photograph of OP-II after 

separation 

 

In addition, the phase diagram shown illustrates how LLPS can be avoided, if 

the processing parameters specifically that lower concentrations of IND are 

utilised. Furthermore, the area labelled as solidification product allows the 

formation of solid by using the DMSO-water solvent pair. The solubility of IND 

in DMSO at ambient temperature was determined by HPLC and is given in 

Table 21. 

 

Table 21. Solubility of IND 

Solvent Solubility 

DMSO 417 g/L 

Water 0.973 g/L 

 

OP-I 
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Ketoprofen and naproxen were also investigated to see if they were also prone 

to LLPS using the same parameters as those for indomethacin. However, 

neither drug underwent LLPS using the selected processing parameters. 

These drugs were selected based on the Log P values as well as falling into 

BCS Class II. Future work includes obtaining cocrystals via the freeze-drying 

process. 

 

5.2 Effect of DMSO:Water ratio on concentration 

 

HPLC was used to determine the concentration of IND in unknown samples 

for which a calibration curve of peak area vs. IND concentration was 

constructed (Figure 64). Peak area was found to be dependent on IND 

concentration. 

 

 

Figure 64. HPLC calibration curve for IND  
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The retention times using the HPLC method given in Chapter 3, were: IND 

5.75min, 2-methyl-5-methoxyindole-3-acetate 2.63min and 4-chlorobenzoic 

acid 3.24min. The degradation products were also analysed to ensure if 

sample degradation took place, they would be detected. The calibration curve 

compiled using HPLC to determine the concentrations in unknown samples is 

shown in Figure 64. The composition of OP-II and LP-II was analysed; the 

percentage mass of IND in the phases were: 

 

• OP-II = 72.7% 

• LP-II = 27.3% 

 

IND (1g) was dissolved into 3mL DMSO, producing an IND-DMSO solution 

with a concentration of 286mg/mL at 25°C. Water (3mL) was added to 3mL of 

the IND-DMSO solution resulting in LLPS. The mass of OP-II in the system 

was 1.036g with a concentration of 0.495g/g. As expected, most of the IND 

went into OP-II upon phase separation.  

 

The DMSO:water ratio was altered, and the volume of LP-II formed recorded. 

Concentration of LP-II was calculated using the peak area obtained by HPLC; 

the results are given in Table 22. 
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Table 22. Changes in concentration of IND in LP-II with varying ratios of 

DMSO:Water 

Ratio Concentration  

(mg/mL) 

Volume of LP-II 

(mL) 

Mass of IND  

(mg) 

1:1 36.8 5.5 202.4 

1:2 15.4 7.8 119.3 

1:3 8.5 10.3 87.4 

1:4 8.7 13.3 115.8 

1:5 7.2 16.3 117.0 

1:6 5.7 19.2 109.7 

1:7 5.3 21.9 116.6 

1:8 4.4 25.3 110.3 

1:9 4.8 28.3 135.6 

 

 

Increasing the ratio of water to DMSO resulted in the concentration of IND to 

decrease in LP-II as per Table 22, due to a more dilute liquid phase as 

expected. These results were taken and plotted graphically in Figure 65. 
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Figure 65. Concentration of IND in LP-II and corresponding volumes of LP-II 

at different DMSO:Water ratios 

Figure 65 shows the variation in concentration in LP-II at different ratios of 

water to DMSO at 25°IC. The starting concentration of IND-DMSO solution 

was 285 mg/mL, upon LLPS occurring 75-85% of the IND went into OP-II. 
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5.3 Images of IND crystals formed using OP-II 
 

Morphological changes in the sample can be seen in Figure 66. Images were 

acquired every minute until 30 minutes.  

 

 

 

Figure 66. SEM micrographs of amorphous IND (OP-II) at time 0 minutes (top) 

and after crystallisation at 30 minutes (bottom) 

The first image was taken at time 0 when the IND was in an amorphous state; 

the final image is also shown in Figure 66 after the sample had become more 
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crystalline. Crystal growth can be seen; however, the resolution is limited due 

to the magnification, 250x. Magnification was limited due to the sample being 

in semi-liquid form; therefore, it was continually moving. A larger magnification 

would have resulted in continually having to focus the microscope.  

 

Photographs of IND crystals that formed from amorphous OP-II using different 

DMSO:water ratios are shown in Figure 67. 

 

 

  

Figure 67. Photographs of IND crystals produced from OP-II using different 

ratios of DMSO:water (1:1 top, 1:2, bottom left, 1:3 bottom right) 

There was no difference in the crystals obtained by different DMSO:water 

ratios. Photographs taken by the light microscope shown in Figure 68 before 

and after addition of water show liquid-liquid phase separation occurring.  
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Figure 68. Progressive photographs were taken showing the DMSO-IND 

solution at the start and how it changes with the addition of water. 

T1 
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The images (Figure 68) became darker and fine details were obscured due to 

the sample becoming opaque upon LLPS. The images at the start clearly show 

a boundary due to solvent addition. 

 

5.4 X-ray diffraction 

 

Crystallisation progression was monitored in-situ by XRD spectroscopy; the 

diffractogram is shown in Figure 69.  

 

Figure 69. XRD diffractograms of indomethacin OP-II undergoing 

crystallisation 

At T4, the intensity at various 2θ values increases due to the onset of 

crystallisation. As time progressed, the intensities increased as the amount of 

amorphous indomethacin transformed into crystalline. The peak between 2 

= 22.14° and 23.31° was selected to monitor the progress of crystallisation. 
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The net area and net height of the peaks correlate with sample crystallinity; 

these were plotted against time, as shown in Figure 70. 

 

Figure 70. Change in net height and area of the XRD diffractogram between 

2 = 22.14° and 23.31° during the transformation of amorphous to crystal 

indomethacin 

As the concentration of crystalline IND increased both the net height and area 

increased. 

 

XRD diffractograms in Figure 71 show that the OP-II formed due to LLPS was 

initially in an amorphous form (T1, [time = 0]). Gradually the amorphous phase 

crystallised into a more stable crystal form (T15, [time = 6860 seconds]). 
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Figure 71. XRD diffractograms of amorphous IND formed by LLPS 

undergoing crystallisation 

T1 = 0:00:0 hours 

T15 = 1:52:20 hours 
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There were no changes in the XRD diffractogram acquired at T15 and Day 3. 

The diffraction pattern acquired at Day 3 had less noise and more intense 

peaks due to the sample gradually becoming more crystalline. The stating γ-

IND had an intense diffraction peak at 2θ = 12.5° that was not present in the 

sample after crystallisation from LLPS. 

 

5.5 Thermal analysis 
 

TGA thermal analysis was undertaken to determine the presence of solvent 

and decomposition behaviour of OP-II. 

 

 

Figure 72. Mass loss recorded on heating of IND OP-II while the sample was 

not fully crystalline (Day 1) 

Figure 72 demonstrates three distinct mass loss phenomena. The first occurs 

from room temperature until approximately 170°C. The initial stage relates to 
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de-solvation in which the solvents evaporate, and this ends around 162°C, the 

melting point of IND. The second mass loss ends around 350°C relating to the 

degradation of IND. The third mass loss is the slowest and must be due to 

either vaporisation of IND or desorption of residual solvents, or both (Nicolaï 

et al. 2010). Desorption is a process, where DMSO has left the crystal 

structure, but remains adsorbed to the surface of IND. Since the adsorption 

may occur inside cavities, it can be difficult for DMSO to leave, which leads to 

the tail in mass loss with a different kinetic profile than during the process.  

 

 

Figure 73. TGA DSC overlay of OP-II 

The TGA analysis was repeated to confirm the results however the initial mass 

loss decreased progressively 52% to 37% this could be due to de-solvation 

occurring in the TGA pan while it was waiting for the previous experiments to 

be completed.  Furthermore, the final decomposition temperatures were all 

around 340-350°C. 
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The experimental mass loss was found to be around 52% of the initial mass, 

possibly suggesting a solvent-rich solvate (Nicolaï et al. 2010). Indomethacin 

solvation has been reported with various solvents which were either columnar 

or needle-shaped crystalline solvates (Savolainen et al. 2007). In this study, 

an amorphous phase was found that becomes crystalline. 

 

 

Figure 74. DSC thermogram of IND OP-II at a rate of 10°C/min from 25°C to 

225°C. 

DSC analysis of the yellow coloured sample (Figure 74 – Green) on day 0 did 

not lead to any endotherms suggesting of an amorphous sample. However, 

when DSC analysis was carried out on a white sample on day 0 (Figure 74 – 

Blue), a broad endotherm was seen around 105°C.  Figure 74 – Green shows 

two endotherms on at 152°C representing the melting of α-IND and the other 

at 162°C representing γ-IND; the sample had crystallised into both α and γ 
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polymorphic forms. However, XRD analysis carried out on Day 3, showed 

signals with a very high signal-to-noise ratio, also suggesting amorphous 

material. Also, this may be due to the lack of sample amount, and it was not 

completely dry. Therefore, XRD analysis should be repeated when the sample 

is dry and should confirm crystal formation. 

 

Figure 75. Mass loss recorded on heating of the indomethacin–DMSO oil-

phase at a rate of 10°C/min (Day 2) 

The TGA thermogram in Figure 75 is of the sample analysed on Day 2, which 

was dry and white in colour. Figure 75 demonstrates two distinct mass loss 

phenomena. The first occurs from 170°C to 350°C in which region IND melts 

and then degrades.  

 

DSC analysis of the sample did not lead to any endotherms suggesting of an 

amorphous sample. XRD analysis showed signals with a very high signal-to-

noise ratio, also suggesting amorphous material. 
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5.6 Raman spectroscopy 
 

Raman spectroscopy was used to monitor the reaction in-situ; as the sample 

gradually changed from amorphous to crystalline. 

 

Figure 76. Raman spectrum of IND OP-II transforming from amorphous to 

crystalline from time 0 to 5988 seconds (top to bottom) 

Figure 76 shows that amorphous IND has high fluorescence hence a bell-like 

curve when it is in that state. As the molecules transformed from the 

amorphous state to crystalline, the fluorescence decreased until the baseline 

became straight; the signal to axis changed. The change in signal to axis vs 

time was plotted, as shown in Figure 77. 
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Figure 77. Changes in signal to axis due to transformation of IND from 

amorphous to crystalline over time 

The decrease in the signal to axis followed a trend; this allows the 

determination of sample crystallinity. The sample was focused at the start of 

the accumulations being acquired, after it was not disturbed. Crystalline 

material has a lower volume than liquid, this change in volume can mean that 

in the Raman spectrometer it goes out of focus. There was a slight increase 

in signal to the axis at 2000 seconds which may have been caused due to the 

sample going out of focus. Overall, the trend was a decrease in signal to the 

axis with time.  

 

It was noted that the crystal production was faster when the sample was 

placed in the spectrometer, which can be a result of the laser power. The time 
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taken for the transformation of the amorphous state into crystalline is 

dependent upon molecular mobility required for nucleation and crystal growth 

however this is not restricted to temperatures above the Tg (Yoshioka et al. 

1994). Therefore, formation of the cocrystal relatively quickly in the Raman 

spectrometer was due to the energy input provided by the laser. While the 

sample was in the Raman microscope, and images were taken to be able to 

see visual changes, as shown in Figure 78. 
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Figure 78. Images taken using the Raman microscope of separated OP-II 

forming crystals at ambient conditions  
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5.7 Photoluminescence 
 

The first part of the results presented in this section show the effect of 

concentration on the PL spectra.  

 

 

Figure 79. Average peak height 365-375nm from the photoluminescence 

spectrum of IND in 1-Chlorobutane at various concentrations 

In PL spectroscopy if the concentration of the molecule is too little, then the 

signal is concealed by the noise; this can be seen in Figure 79, the effect of 

concentration on the average peak height. As the concentration went beyond 

the critical point (38µg/mL), this quenched the signal. 1-Chlorobutane was 

used as the solvent as other solvents had peaks that overlapped with IND. 

 

The results of placing OP-II in the initial amorphous state that gradually 

crystallised into the PL spectrometer are shown in Figure 80. 
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Figure 80. Photoluminescence spectra showing OP-II amorphous IND 

transforming into crystalline at different time points (R0 first spectrum acquired 

at time 0, followed by intervals of 2min until R26 (time 52min)) 

Gradual crystallisation of an amorphous IND was seen in photoluminescence 

spectra, given in Figure 80. Several peaks transform into one large hump due 

to the fluorescence properties of the crystalline molecule; the molecule 

fluoresces continually from 424nm considerably till over 576nm, with 

maximum fluorescence intensity at 507nm. Solid-state fluorescence has been 

previously used to distinguish between amorphous and crystalline IND. An 

excitation wavelength of 300nm was used in this study however Frenette et al. 

(2013) used an excitation wavelength of 390nm to determine the changes in 
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intensities due to amount of amorphous content; due to the samples in this 

study being in a semi-liquid state as opposed to solids. The lower excitation 

wavelength selected can be explained by higher mobility of the OP-II, 

particularly along the dihedral angle between the p-chlorophenyl moiety and 

the amide bond which can both extend and conjugation and provide a 

dissipative pathway (Frenette et al. 2013). Despite the differences, the general 

trend was the same, as the amount of amorphous IND reduced the intensity 

increased. The form changed the wavelength of maximum intensity in the 

study by Frenette et al. (2013); in the amorphous sample, the maximum 

intensity was at 525nm whereas in the gamma-IND it was at 460nm, i.e. the 

wavelength of maximum intensity decreased. However, in this study, the 

wavelength increased as the sample became crystalline. 

 

 

Figure 81. Photoluminescence spectra showing OP-II amorphous IND before 

and after crystallisation (R0 – time 0min, R26 – time 52min) 
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There is a substantial change in the spectrum once crystallisation is complete, 

as shown in Figure 81. Amorphous IND has greater fluorescence intensity at 

lower wavelengths. Whereas, crystalline IND has greater fluorescence 

intensity at higher wavelengths. The PL intensity increases, which is in 

correlation with the amount of crystalline IND increasing with time.  

 

5.8 Summary and discussion 
 

This chapter demonstrated several aspects of LLPS and its products; a phase 

diagram was produced to provide a systematic understanding of the 

mechanisms related to the formation of LLPS. It was the first time a phase 

diagram for IND in DMSO with water was produced. This is particularly 

important as it assures that its formation is not spontaneous rather repeatable. 

Different starting points in the phase diagram will lead to different 

crystallisation mechanisms and kinetics (Veesler et al. 2006). The 

understanding of when LLPS occurs is important in the crystallisation process 

as previously reported this leads to uncontrolled crystal growth which is 

particularly important as this can lead to undesired polymorphs or properties 

causing stability issues and diminished pharmacological action (Lu et al. 

2012a). Furthermore, in the pharmaceutical industry, a deprived process and 

product understanding will lead to failures at the regulatory stage.  

 

HPLC analysis of the degradation products was carried out to ensure that IND 

was not degrading during processing. The degradation products have been 

previously analysed using a similar method and have different retention times 
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to IND (Nováková et al. 2005). Overall, IND was not degrading during 

processing using the methods in this research. 

 

The effect of DMSO:water ratio was studied to see if there are any differences 

in LLPS formation and the crystallisation products. A slight variation in the 

masses of OP-II was found with different ratios. However, this was most likely 

due to difficulties in accurately separating and pouring away the other phases. 

The LP-II became more dilute (lower concentrations) with increasing amounts 

of water as expected. The mass of IND decreased in the LP-II with increasing 

the amount of water. However, this does mean that more IND went into OP-II 

as the water content increased in the system. The most substantial changes 

in mass were between the 1:1 and 1:2 ratios; after the 1:2 ratio, the mass of 

IND remained around 110±20mg. All crystals produced using different ratios 

exhibited the same characteristics. 

 

Images show different molecules separating and occupying different spaces 

after the addition of water, due to LLPS. Photographs of the dry crystals show 

hollow spaces which must be from where the solvent was. The evaporation of 

water is possible but not that of DMSO alone at ambient conditions, due to 

DMSO having a high boiling point. Therefore, OP-II could have possibly had 

some water with DMSO which accelerated the evaporation. The SEM 

micrographs did show crystallisation; however, they are not very clear, and 

due to different atmospheric conditions, they can’t be directly correlated to 

other techniques used in this study. 
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XRD was used to characterise OP-II and for in situ monitoring of its 

transformation. This is the first time that in situ XRD has been used in this 

method to confirm, characterise and monitor the transformation of amorphous 

IND to crystalline. In contrast, previous studies have not been able to 

conclusively characterise IND OP-II as amorphous (Comer et al. 2014). 

However, in this research using several analytical methods, it has been 

concluded that that IND OP-II was in an amorphous state. The method could 

be improved by limiting the range of 2 angles scanned to the range of a 

characteristic peak; this would increase the resolution by decreasing the scan 

time. 

 

Furthermore, the diffractogram that allows better control of the environment 

would be useful as different variables can be explored. The baseline did 

improve with time as sample crystallinity increased. Thermal analysis of the 

samples confirmed with previous research and indicated the transformation of 

IND with solvent(s) to crystalline. 

 

Raman analysis is a well-established method that has been used extensively 

in situ to monitor reactions. However, this its application in this part was limited 

as the technique requires the sample to be focused. As the sample was in a 

semi-liquid state, it had motility, and the sample was focused at the start, as it 

became crystalline, the distance changed, causing it to get out of focus. A 

probe that could be placed into the sample would be more suitable. In addition, 
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a 1064nm laser would be more appropriate due to fluorescence of the sample, 

causing the baseline to be curved.  

 

The only suitable solvent for IND using PL liquid-state spectroscopy is 1-

Chlorobutane as their fluoresce spectra do not overlap. Furthermore, I 

determined the maximum concentration of IND that can be used in PL 

spectroscopy as 38µg/mL, as beyond this, the signal is quenched (a well-

known phenomenon). These findings are important as they have not been 

previously reported and can be used in future studies of IND in a liquid state. 

Also, both XRD and PL methods used here allow the determination of the 

crystallisation endpoint after which a product can be processed as required. 
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6 Applications 
 

This chapter explains the applications of indomethacin LLPS to generate a 

stabilised amorphous and cocrystal phases. Importantly, explaining how the 

amorphous phase can be stabilised. Details of the novel method of generating 

cocrystals from OP-II are given in this chapter. A major focus of this chapter is 

to explain how crystal growth occurs and the in-situ monitoring of the reaction. 

The cocrystals obtained using this method had greater dissolution than the 

pure drug. A schematic of this chapter is shown in Figure 82. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 82. Schematic presentation of chapter 6 

The objective of this study is to evaluate the feasibility of cocrystal formation 

via LLPS for indomethacin:saccharin and the in-situ monitoring of reaction. In 

addition to producing a stabilised amorphous form. 
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6.1 Introduction 
 

There is a drive within the pharmaceutical industry to cut processing costs, 

improve solubility and bioavailability by cocrystallisation. Besides, several 

compounds are difficult to process and at various stages of solution 

crystallisation may undergo liquid-liquid phase separation, rendering the batch 

unsuitable due to uncontrolled crystallisation. In this case, the highly 

concentrated phase was a precursor to cocrystallisation. A new method of 

cocrystallisation has been discovered. 

 

Chapter 4 gave details about the difficulties in obtaining an IND:SAC cocrystal 

by antisolvent cocrystallisation, using DMSO as the solvent was not possible. 

Rather liquid-liquid phase separation occurred, producing two distinct phases 

within the vial. Chapter 5 investigated the different phases and their 

separation. This section specifically looks at the applications and their 

potential uses within the pharmaceutical industry. 

 

6.1.1 Preliminary studies 

 

Several molecules and polymers were selected for preliminary studies, the 

names of the materials selected, observations and results of the analysis are 

given in Table 23. Mixing OP-II with the polymers and molecules lead to 

amorphous form stabilisation as well as cocrystal formation in some cases. 
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Table 23. Observations and results of mixing OP-II with various 

polymers/compounds 

Material ground Observation Results of analysis 

PVP K17 Remains bright glossy 

yellow 

Amorphous, yellow in 

colour 

NIC Yellow granules Rapid cocrystal growth, 

remains yellow 

SAC White powder Cocrystal formed, white in 

colour 

Poloxamer 188 Paste of agglomerated 

granules  

Amorphous drug, polymer 

has crystal peaks  

Lactose Slightly sticky mass Crystal growth 

 

XRD was selected as the preferred method of analysis to monitor the 

crystallisation reactions in-situ.  

 

6.1.1.1 PVP 

PVP was selected as it was previously included this research work.  
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Figure 83. XRD diffractograms of PVP K18 and amorphous at various time 

points  

IND mixed with PVP was initially stable as it can be seen in Figure 83, the 

diffractograms are characteristic of amorphous material. However, the sample 

was analysed at Day 504 and peaks characteristic of γ-IND were present. 

 

6.1.1.2 Poloxamer 188 

Poloxamer 188 was selected as it is non-toxic and widely used in the 

pharmaceutical industry for drug delivery. After mixing of IND OP-II with 

Poloxamer 188, the sample was monitored in-situ using XRD.  
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Figure 84. XRD diffractograms of Poloxamer 188 and amorphous IND OP-II 

mixed with Poloxamer 188 at various time points  

The diffractogram in Figure 84 shows the intensity of peaks characteristic of 

the polymer increasing. There were no peaks characteristic of IND crystals 

most likely due to the polymer stabilising the amorphous phase. There were 

no peaks characteristic of crystalline IND present even after storing the sample 

at ambient conditions for 506 days. 
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6.1.1.3 Lactose 

Lactose monohydrate was mixed with IND OP-II, the amorphous phase 

became crystalline within a short period. 

 

Figure 85. XRD diffractograms of amorphous IND OP-II mixed with lactose at 

various time points 

The rate of crystallisation with lactose present was considerably higher than 

that when SAC was mixed with IND; therefore, it can be concluded that lactose 

was a nucleation promotor.  
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6.1.1.4 Nicotinamide 

NIC, a commonly used coformer in cocrystals and the IND:NIC cocrystal has 

been previously reported. The objective of this experiment was to determine if 

mixing IND OP-II with NIC would lead to cocrystallisation. 

 

Figure 86. XRD diffractograms of IND, NIC and amorphous IND OP-II mixed 

with NIC at various time points 

XRD diffractograms for both IND and NIC do not have diffraction peaks at 2θ 

= 8.0°, the cocrystal samples all have a peak present as this value. Therefore 

this peak is characteristic of the IND:NIC cocrystal. Single crystal X-ray data 

for the IND:NIC cocrystal has been previously reported; however, the powder 

XRD diffractogram has not. The characteristic peak increased in intensity, 
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which relates to the amount of IND:NIC cocrystal, this appeared considerably 

quicker than the characteristic peak for the IND:SAC cocrystal. This would be 

because of NIC also being a cocrystallisation enhancer. The cocrystals 

produced were yellow.  

 

6.1.1.5 Saccharin 

The results relating to the IND:SAC cocrystals have been included in parts 6.2  

to 6.8.  
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6.2 Cocrystallisation 
 

After the IND:SAC cocrystal was obtained by grinding, SAC was selected as 

the coformer for further research. The next batch of experiments determined 

that it was possible to obtain the cocrystal without grinding. 

 

6.3 Raman Spectroscopy 
 

Cocrystals were formed by mixing OP-II with SAC, as nucleation or crystal 

growth was not instantaneous; it was possible to monitor the process in-situ. 

The first technique that was used to monitor the progress of cocrystal growth 

was Raman spectroscopy. 

 

 

Figure 87. Raman spectra showing the progression of IND crystallisation from 

LLPS (1:2 DMSO:Water) 
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Raman spectra were analysed by integrating the peaks at 1697 cm-1 and 1716 

cm-1 and the area plotted against time. Raman spectroscopy showed a 

hypochromic shift in the C=O stretching frequency from 1697 cm-1 in saccharin 

to 1716 cm-1 suggesting cocrystallisation as previously reported by Basavoju 

(2008). In addition, there was an increase in the area of the peak at Raman 

shift of 1720 cm-1 and a decrease in the peak at Raman shift of 1697 cm-1. 

These changes were due to the formation of the IND:SAC cocrystal, as shown 

in Figure 87. The Raman shift here was slightly different due to the 633nm 

laser being used for analysis as opposed to the 745 nm laser. At the start there 

was no peak present, this progressively changed with time until 

cocrystallisation was complete. 

 

 

Figure 88. Change in area (signal to baseline) during in-situ Raman 

spectroscopy due to IND crystal formation at different ratios of solvent to 

antisolvent (R1 = Run 1, R2 = Run 2, R3 = Run 3) 
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In-situ Raman analysis allowed the reaction to be monitored, as the 

percentage of cocrystals increased the area (signal to baseline) also 

increased. The signal to baseline area was plotted against time; the intensity 

increased with time, indicating reaction progress. The Raman spectrum were 

analysed by acquiring the area between the signal to baseline between 

1703.08 to 1738.39cm-1. The area was plotted against time graphically, as 

shown in Figure 88. There were no differences in using different ratios of 

solvent to antisolvent during LLPS formation and crystal growth. Percentage 

cocrystal formation with respect to time is shown in Figure 89. 

 

 

Figure 89. Percentage of IND:SAC cocrystal formation with time at various 

DMSO to water ratios (green 1:1, yellow 1:2 and blue 1:3) 
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Figure 90. Changes in area from baseline to peak with the formation of IND: 

with time at various DMSO to water ratios (green/grey 1:1, orange/light blue 

1:2 and yellow/dark blue 1:3) 

It was noted that the cocrystal production was faster when the sample was 

placed in the spectrometer, which can be a result of the laser power. The time 

taken for transformation from the amorphous state into crystalline is 

dependent upon molecular mobility required for nucleation and crystal growth 

however this is not restricted to temperatures above the Tg (Yoshioka et al. 

1994). Therefore, formation of the cocrystal relatively quickly in the Raman 

spectrometer was due to the energy input provided by the laser. 
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6.4 X-ray diffraction 
 

Crystallisation progression was monitored in-situ by XRD spectroscopy; the 

diffractogram is shown in Figure 91 

 

Figure 91. XRD diffractograms taken at different time points starting from T1 

(0min) followed by intervals of 8:10min until T15 (1:52:20hours) showing the 

formation of IND:SAC cocrystal  

At T1, there were no characteristic peaks of crystalline IND as it was in an 

amorphous state; rather, they are characteristic of SAC. As time progressed, 

there was less background noise, and the hump in the diffractogram 

decreased due to the amount of amorphous IND gradually reducing. In 

addition, the peaks characteristic of SAC also disappeared. The distinct crystal 

form of IND:SAC cocrystals were identified by the characteristic peak 

(2θ=5.8°). The characteristic peak gradually increased in intensity with the 
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formation of the cocrystal, the XRD diffractograms taken during the reaction 

are shown in Figure 91. 

 

The XRD diffractograms for IND, SAC, physical mixture together with those 

taken at the start and end of the cocrystallisation reaction are shown in Figure 

92. 

 

Figure 92. XRD diffractograms of IND, SAC, IND & SAC Physical Mixture, OP-

II with SAC at the start (T1 = 0min) and end (T15 = 1:52:20hour) of reaction 
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The XRD diffractogram for SAC, γ-IND and IND:SAC cocrystals were in 

concurrence with those previously reported (Basavoju et al. 2008). The net 

height and net areas for the cocrystal characteristic peak (5.159 to 5.812) were 

plotted against time, as shown in Figure 93. 

 

Figure 93. Percentage cocrystal formation with respect to time 

The net area and net height both increased with increase in cocrystals. The 

data was normalised and used to calculate the cocrystal percentage in the 

sample. There was a strong correlation between the net area and the net 

height of the peak. Furthermore, the sample was highly crystalline after about 

60 minutes. After 3000 seconds, there was no change in either net area or net 

height; indicating that cocrystallisation has completed. 
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6.5 Photoluminescence 
 

IND OP-II was placed into the solid sample holder and placed in the FluroMax-

4 spectrometer. The sample holder was vertically and sample in a semi-liquid 

state, some of the sample came out of the holder. However, as PL is a 

sensitive technique, only a small amount of sample is sufficient. The sample 

must not be moved during analysis as the concentration of molecules has an 

impact on the intensity of the signal. The results of placing OP-II in the initial 

amorphous state mixed with SAC that gradually became cocrystals into the 

PL spectrometer are shown in Figure 94. 

 

 

Figure 94. Photoluminescence spectra showing oily-phase amorphous 

indomethacin mixed with saccharin undergoing cocrystallisation at different 

time points 
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As IND and SAC gradually formed cocrystals changes were seen in 

photoluminescence spectra, given in Figure 94. There is a substantial change 

in the spectrum once crystallisation is complete, as shown in Figure 95. 

 

 

Figure 95. Photoluminescence spectra showing oily-phase amorphous 

indomethacin mixed with saccharin before and after cocrystallisation 

Several peaks transform into one large hump due to the fluorescence 

properties of the crystalline molecule. The cocrystal fluoresces continually 

from 458nm considerably till over 576nm, with maximum fluorescence at 

470nm.  

 

The PL spectra were similar to that of IND OP-II without SAC, before cocrystal 

growth, greatest fluorescence intensity occurred at lower wavelengths. 

Accordingly, the cocrystal had greater fluorescence intensity at higher 
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wavelengths. There is a difference in the photoluminescence spectra of IND 

and its cocrystal, as shown in Figure 96. 

 

 

Figure 96. Photoluminescence spectra showing IND crystal and IND:SAC 

cocrystal formed using OP-II 

The maximum intensity was lower with the presence of SAC this would 

possibly occur due to less IND being present at the site where the light was 

incident on the sample or taking longer to dissipate from the molecule. In 

addition, the maximum fluorescence wavelength was lower in the cocrystal 

than in the pure drug. The same trend in regards to the maximum intensity 

wavelength; however, an increase in the intensity for the cocrystal was 

previously reported (Frenette et al. 2013).   
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6.6 Thermal Analysis 
 

TGA analysis was carried out to determine the mass loss behaviour of IND 

OP-II mixed with SAC. The TGA curve in Figure 97 demonstrates four distinct 

mass loss phenomena.  

 

Figure 97. Mass loss recorded on heating of the IND OP-II mixed SAC  

The first occurs from room temperature up to about 139°C (de-solvation as it 

is before any of the melting points). The second ends at about 207°C (melting 

and degradation of IND:SAC). The fourth mass loss is the slowest and must 

be due to either sublimation of indomethacin:saccharin, or desorption of 

residual DMSO, or both (Nicolaï et al. 2010). Desorption is a process, where 

DMSO has left the crystal structure of the solvate, but remains adsorbed to 

the surface of IND:SAC. Since the adsorption may occur inside cavities, it can 

be difficult for DMSO to leave, which leads to the tail in mass loss with a 

different kinetic profile than during the de-solvation process.  
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The experimental mass loss was found to be around 18-20% of the initial mass 

possibly suggesting a solvent-rich solvate; as IND has a mass of 357.79 g/mol; 

SAC 183.18 g/mol and DMSO has a mass of 78.13 g/mol (Nicolaï et al. 2010).  

IND solvation has been reported with various solvents which were either 

columnar or needle-shaped crystalline solvates (Savolainen et al. 2007). In 

this study, a method of producing amorphous IND which then transforms into 

the IND:SAC cocrystal upon mixing with SAC was found.  

 

Figure 98 shows the TGA curve after the IND:SAC cocrystal dried, this has a 

different profile to that shown in Figure 97 as there is no solvent present. 

 

 

Figure 98. TGA-DSC thermograms of IND:SAC cocrystal overlay 

Thermal behaviour of the cocrystal and individual components was analysed 

using DSC experiments, and the thermograms are shown in Figure 99.   
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Figure 99. DSC thermograms for IND, SAC, physical mixture and cocrystals
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The thermal behaviour of the cocrystals produced using LLPS was the same 

as those produced by LAG; there were no transformations before the transition 

for the cocrystals. Furthermore, indicating that no other components (solvents) 

were present. 

 

The endotherms at 162.66°C and 229.60°C represent the melting points of γ-

IND and SAC, respectively. The DSC thermogram also shows endotherms 

around 180-183°C which are representative of the cocrystal. The thermal 

behaviour of the cocrystals produced using LLPS was the same as those 

produced by LAG; there were no transformations before the transition for the 

cocrystals. However, the onset of the endotherm of the LLPS cocrystal had a 

quicker onset suggesting the presence of impurities. 

 

The physical mixture of IND and SAC showed two endotherms and one 

exotherm; the first endotherm was the melting of the IND after with fusion 

cocrystallisation resulted in the exotherm. The second endotherm change is 

due to the melting of the IND:SAC cocrystal. 

 

6.7 Images of IND:SAC cocrystal 
 

Progressive images of OP-II were taken using the SEM, a gel-like substance 

with some particles of SAC can be seen at time 0. Gradually as the cocrystals 

formed the structures became more regular and ordered.  
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Figure 100. SEM micrographs of OP-II with SAC transforming into cocrystals 

at various time points [time 0 minutes (top), time 16 minutes (middle) and after 

30 minutes (bottom) 
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SEM micrographs of the cocrystal samples were also collected after a few 

days once they had fully dried. It was possible to use a higher magnification 

as the samples were solid and images acquired under vacuum with a higher 

voltage.  

 

  

Figure 101. SEM micrographs of IND:SAC cocrystal 

SEM images of the cocrystals (Figure 101) at a magnification of 500x show 

cluster cocrystals growing outwards from a unified centre. The microscope 

image taken at 100x magnification shows how the crystals formed 

agglomerates with spacing; hence they were brittle. Figure 101 also showed 

the presence of the crystals.  
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6.8 Drug release profile 
 

The dried cocrystals were taken and ground into fine particles; these were then 

placed in 500mL of buffer solution, dissolution samples were taken at 5, 10, 

15, 20, 30 and 60 minutes. The concentration of samples was measured 

directly without further dilution using HPLC.  

 

Figure 102. Drug release profile of IND and IND:SAC cocrystal formed using 

IND OP-II at pH 7.67 

The drug release profile is shown in Figure 102; the cocrystals have improved 

release with approximately 80% release within 5 minutes in comparison to the 

γ-IND (starting material).  
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6.9 Summary and discussion 
 

This chapter focused on the applications and challenges of LLPS focusing on 

two aspects, amorphous stabilisation and cocrystallisation. The reported 

IND:SAC and IND:NIC cocrystals were produced by mixing OP-II with the 

coformers. The production of the IND:NIC cocrystal was considerably quicker 

than that of IND:SAC due to NIC being a nucleation enhancer. The advantage 

of using OP-II is that the reaction of crystallisation can be visualised and 

monitored in situ. The methodology employed in this research for 

cocrystallisation by LLPS is not geared for upscale in its current form as a 

considerable amount of solvent is required and low yields. This study is the 

first to use OP-II to produce cocrystals; it is important as the methodology can 

be utilised to produce cocrystals of molecules that are prone to LLPS and 

whose cocrystals cannot be produced using greener technologies. The 

cocrystals produced were in a large agglomeration which requires further 

processing such as granulation to regularise the particle size. 

 

Raman and XRD spectroscopy were successfully used for in situ monitoring 

of the cocrystallisation reactions. These techniques can be employed in a 

manufacturing environment to monitor the progress of the reaction after the 

cocrystallisation is complete; the system can be designed to alert the user.  

The resolution of Raman and XRD spectroscopy can be increased for this 

reaction as the equipment can be programmed to only scan characteristic 

peak areas, reducing the time required to acquire the spectrums. PL 

spectroscopy has not been used previously to monitor a cocrystallisation 
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reaction in situ, however as previously stated it has been used to study the 

changes in the spectrum upon changes in amorphous content (Frenette et al. 

2013). This study demonstrates that a cocrystal has a different PL spectrum 

than the API alone despite the coformer not fluorescing. The different spectra 

are significant as the technique can be used to distinguish between a cocrystal 

and pure API. 

 

Furthermore, the technique can be extended to establish the amount of pure 

API and cocrystal within a sample. A series of samples with known 

concentrations of API and cocrystals would be prepared and then analysed 

using PL. The areas would be plotted against the concentrations producing a 

calibration curve that can be utilised to determine the concentration. 

Monitoring the cocrystallisation reaction via LLPS in situ is a feasible option 

and can provide details about reaction mechanisms. 

 

SEM micrographs were taken to visually see any changes in the cocrystals 

from the starting materials. As in the case of IND alone, these cannot be 

correlated directly to other techniques as they were taken under different 

atmospheric conditions.  

 

This research aimed to improve the solubility of BCS Class II molecules. A 

drug release profile was constructed by carrying out a dissolution study. 

Preliminary results showed that biopharmaceutical performance of IND:SAC 

cocrystals formed via LLPS was improved due to increased dissolution in 

comparison to the pure drug at pH 7.67.  
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7 Overall Summary  

7.1 Summary 

 

Chapter 4 considered if altering solvent pairs and polymer concentration lead 

to morphological changes in cocrystals. The main conclusion from this chapter 

was the formation of IND LLPS, following into Chapter 5, in which the IND 

LLPS was characterised and separated into different parts depending on its 

characteristics.  Chapter 5 flowed into chapter 6 in which applications of the 

LLPS were investigated. The chapter concluded with the production of 

cocrystals and stabilised amorphous form of IND. 

 

All potential APIs that are prone to LLPS would advantage by the methodology 

employed in this research. This project considered solvent mediated LLPS, 

another factor that can give rise to LLPS is a change in temperature. 

Temperature induced LLPS can be considered to see if cocrystal formation is 

possible, the formation of different polymorphs such as metastable or the 

stabilisation of amorphous API. Other factors that can be considered are 

different solvent pairs in solution cocrystallisation. In addition, various 

polymers both with and without solvent may be considered.  

 

Stability of the APIs manufactured is an imperative factor that must be 

considered in formulation design. The API processed in this research was 

characterised after one year, and there were no polymorphic changes; 

therefore, it is considered to be stable. Other molecules may not be suited to 

this method such as proteins or solution-based compounds as changes in 
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solvent composition may lead to decomposition. In-situ monitoring gives rise 

to an understanding of process-induced crystalline transformations.  

 

There are several advantages and limitations of the techniques employed in 

this research; some of them are outlined here. A sample in a Raman 

spectrometer has to be in focus for a suitable spectrum for analysis. The OP-

II sample had considerable mobility due to the presence of solvent; therefore, 

the Raman spectra collected for IND alone did not produce results that could 

be used in the determination of crystallisation progress. Portable Raman 

spectrometers have an advantage over the Rennishaw equipment in this type 

of study, especially if it is coupled with an in-line probe. An in-line probe can 

be directly immersed in the sample and does not need to be focused in the 

same way. Therefore, this would be considerably more advantageous in 

employing the same methodology.  

 

XRD is normally employed to analyse powdered samples. In this study, XRD 

was utilised in-situ by pouring the OP-II into the specimen holder. The benefit 

of this technique was that the sample could be analysed in-situ to see the 

change from amorphous to crystalline. This type of analysis depends on the 

detector, which must be able to produce suitable spectra quickly. If the 

detector is poor, then the sample will crystallise before data collection 

completes. The method of data collection needs to be optimised for the 

equipment and samples; a sample can be analysed within a short range of 2θ 

values within the area of interest, this would ensure that a maximum number 

of spectra can be collected for data analysis. XRD and Raman both work with 
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lasers which can impact crystal growth; therefore, they both need to be 

optimised for every system; after which their use can be highly beneficial, i.e. 

for process analytical technologies.  

 

The fluorospectrometer is used to analyse samples based on their 

fluorescence properties, its ability to analyse a sample is limited to those that 

fluoresce. Initially, the optimum wavelength at which the molecule fluoresces 

must be obtained after which it can be further analysed. An advantage of this 

technique is that it can be used to calculate the concentration within a sample; 

for this, a calibration curve must be complied by preparing dilution samples. A 

liquid sample with a concentration that is too high will quench the signal and 

not produce a spectrum; this may lead to those not familiar with the technique 

from thinking that the molecule does not fluoresce. In addition, the solvent 

should fluoresce at a different wavelength to the molecule being analysed. In 

this study, several solvents had to be assayed until a suitable solvent (1-

cholorobutane) was found for the calibration curve. There was a shift in the 

wavelength with the highest intensity fluorescence and the intensity in the final 

spectrums of IND and IND:SAC cocrystal; after the samples had fully 

crystallised. 

 

7.2 Discussion 

 

In this research, several cocrystals were obtained by various established 

methods and the novel method presented here; via LLPS and characterised.  
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Chapter 4 investigated the effects of incorporating the polymer PVP and its 

impact on the polymorphic form of cocrystals using solvent antisolvent 

crystallisation as well as the impact of changing the solvent. The same 

cocrystal polymorphs of the pairs investigated were obtained despite changing 

the concentration of PVP and different solvents. The altering of the placement 

of the binding agent did not lead to a change in the cocrystal polymorph; 

however, it did produce visible differences in the morphology of the CBZ:SAC 

cocrystal, as shown in the SEM images (Section 4.2). EA:SAC cocrystals 

obtained had both characteristic peaks of Form I and II present in the XRD 

spectra. However, when methanol and ethanol were used as the solvents 

without any polymer in the antisolvent, the characteristic peaks of form I were 

not present.  

 

Furthermore, as per previous studies, the polymorphic form can vary with the 

method of production and other variables, such as polarity of the solvent 

(Aitipamula et al. 2009). When PVP was present precipitation was not 

instantaneous; rather, it was delayed as the concentration increased, possibly 

due to PVP stabilising the solution and allowing time for nucleation and growth 

of the cocrystals. 

 

The study was unable to establish if changing the polymer (PVP) 

concentration had an impact on the polymorphic form of the cocrystal 

CBZ:NIC. Due to no suitable solvent antisolvent pair being found because NIC 

was highly soluble in most of the solvents used. The CBZ:NIC cocrystal was 
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obtained using the antisolvent n-Hexane; however, PVP was insoluble in this; 

therefore, it was not sufficient to fulfil the objectives of this study. 

 

The application of polymer concentration in antisolvent cocrystallisation can 

lead to polymorphic transformation as a mixture of polymorphs was obtained 

in the case of EA:SAC cocrystals. In addition, as outlined above, there was an 

impact on crystal morphology and growth. The solvent also had an impact and 

favoured the growth of a particular polymorph. Generally, in the case of using 

DMSO as the solvent with PVP, the crystals were smaller. PVP has previously 

been used as a stabiliser in pharmaceutical formulations. Stabilisers are used 

to prevent crystallisation; therefore, the limited size of crystals could be due to 

this. Polymers cause a steric hindrance in growth by absorption at the drug-

solvent interface during precipitation and have also been used to completely 

inhibit crystal growth (Trasi and Taylor 2012b; Sadeghi et al. 2016). 

 

Changes in polymer (PVP) concentration and solvents on the polymorphic 

form of the IND:SAC cocrystal were not full concluded due to the LLPS 

phenomenon. Initially, the project was going to move towards finding a more 

suitable solvent pair and altering the concentrations to ensure cocrystals 

precipitate. However, as previously mentioned, the project moved onto study 

the LLPS phenomenon. 

 

LLPS is possible with lipophilic drugs that have high molecular weights like 

IND. The phases are primarily of two different types: oil and liquid phases. In 

this research, the oily phase has been divided into two further types OP-I and 
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OP-II based on where they occur. OP-I was found to float on top of the vessel 

and had a string-like delicate structure within the liquid matrix. OP-II was 

considerably dense and settled to the bottom. LLPS can be avoided by 

lowering the concentration or using less antisolvent. 

 

Separation of the phases in LLPS was achieved by pouring away the less 

viscous phase and washing the remaining OP-II with water, this removed any 

residual liquid phase. The OP-II that was produced is in an amorphous state 

which fully crystallised over 30-60 minutes. Addition of some polymers to the 

OP-II can lead to amorphous phase stabilisation. Furthermore, mixing of the 

OP-II with SAC and NIC produced corresponding cocrystals. The IND:NIC 

cocrystal formed quicker than IND:SAC due to NIC most likely due to NIC 

enhancing the rate of nucleation.  

 

As there has been an increased interest into LLPS within the pharmaceutical 

industry due to an increase in molecules prone to this phenomenon, this 

makes this study imperative as a novel method of cocrystallisation of these 

drugs been demonstrated (Bonnett et al. 2003; Kim et al. 2003; Lafferrère et 

al. 2004; Lu et al. 2004; Deneau and Steele 2005; Svärd et al. 2007).  
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7.3 Conclusions and further work 
 

This study has investigated the effect of polymer concentration and solvent on 

cocrystals. In contrast, previous studies looked at the effect of polymers on 

crystallisation and not specifically the effect of polymers on cocrystallisation. 

These critical processing parameters can be altered; polymer type and solvent 

pairs. Various other polymers can be used in processing, such as PEG 6000, 

PEG 4000, PVA 64 and the lipid Gelucire. Altering the processing parameters 

in which metastable polymorphs could arise with more desirable properties.  

 

This project can be expanded by looking at the effects of removing the solvent 

and study its effects on cocrystal morphology using technologies such as 

milling. Ball milling is it is a small-scale process that does not require large 

amounts of materials for processing. Furthermore, it allows the determination 

of API-coformer pairs experimentally within short periods. 

 

This project can be further improved by utilising an in-line Raman probe to 

ensure that focusing on the sample does not impact the spectra. Furthermore, 

during XRD, the sample can be scanned only in the region of interest, i.e. the 

area of the characteristic cocrystal peak. The project can be further expanded 

to other APIs prone to LLPS, specifically obtaining cocrystals or stabilised 

amorphous forms after which the particle sizes and processability can be 

assessed in line of working towards final dosage forms. 
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The project can be further prolonged by considering the viability of cocrystals 

formed by LLPS for final formulations. Utilisation of validated artificial neural 

network models and demonstrating QbD concepts in their application of 

formulation development to better understand their implications would be an 

important aspect to search prior to scale up.  
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Appendix 
Further results for section 4.1 

 

Figure A 1. DSC thermogram of the CBZ:SAC cocrystal formed using 

methanol as the solvent and water as the antisolvent (C026) 

 

Figure A 2. DSC thermogram of the CBZ:SAC cocrystal formed using 

methanol as the solvent and 0.5% w/v PVP as the antisolvent (C018) 
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Figure A 3. DSC thermogram of the CBZ:SAC cocrystal formed using 

methanol as the solvent and 1% w/v PVP as the antisolvent (C019) 

 

Figure A 4. DSC thermogram of the CBZ:SAC cocrystal formed using 

methanol as the solvent and 1.5% w/v PVP as the antisolvent (C020) 
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Figure A 5. XRD diffractogram of CBZ:SAC cocrystals formed using methanol 

as the solvent and PVP solution at various concentrations (0% Yellow, 0.5% 

Green, 1% Red, 1.5% Blue) as the antisolvent 
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Figure A 6. DSC thermogram of the CBZ:SAC cocrystal formed using DMSO 

as the solvent and water as the antisolvent (C025) 

 

Figure A 7. DSC thermogram of the CBZ:SAC cocrystal formed using DMSO 

as the solvent and 1% w/v PVP as the antisolvent (C022) 
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Figure A 8. DSC thermogram of the CBZ:SAC cocrystal formed using DMSO 

as the solvent and 0.5% w/v PVP as the antisolvent (C023) 

 

Figure A 9. DSC thermogram of the CBZ:SAC cocrystal formed using DMSO 

as the solvent and 1.5% w/v PVP as the antisolvent (C024) 
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Figure A 10. XRD diffractograms of CBZ:SAC cocrystals formed using 

DMSO as the solvent and PVP solution at various concentrations (0% 

Yellow, 0.5% Red, 1% Green, 1.5% Blue) as the antisolvent 
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Further results for section 4.3 

 

Figure A 11. DSC thermogram of the CBZ crystal formed using methanol as 

the solvent and water as the antisolvent (C038) 

  

 

Figure A 12. DSC thermogram of the CBZ crystal formed using methanol as 

the solvent and 0.5% w/v PVP as the antisolvent (C039) 
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Figure A 13. DSC thermogram of the CBZ crystal formed using methanol as 

the solvent and 1% w/v PVP as the antisolvent (C040) 

 

Figure A 14. DSC thermogram of the CBZ crystal formed using methanol as 

the solvent and 1.5% w/v PVP as the antisolvent (C041) 
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Figure A 15. XRD diffractograms of CBZ crystals formed using Methanol as 

the solvent and PVP solution at various concentrations (0% Blue, 0.5% Yellow, 

1% Green, 1.5% Red) as the antisolvent 
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Figure A 16. DSC thermogram of the CBZ crystal formed using DMSO as the 

solvent and water as the antisolvent (C030) 

  

 

Figure A 17. DSC thermogram of the CBZ crystal formed using DMSO as the 

solvent and 0.5% w/v PVP as the antisolvent (C031) 
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Figure A 18. DSC thermogram of the CBZ crystal formed using DMSO as the 

solvent and 1% w/v PVP as the antisolvent (C032) 

 

Figure A 19. DSC thermogram of the CBZ crystal formed using DMSO as the 

solvent and 1.5% w/v PVP as the antisolvent (C033) 
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Figure A 20. XRD diffractograms of CBZ crystals formed using DMSO as the 

solvent and PVP solution at various concentrations (0% Orange, 0.5% Green, 

1% Red, 1.5% Blue) as the antisolvent 
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SEM micrographs of IND:SAC cocrystals formed using OP-II which was 
obtained by changing the DMSO:water ratio 
 
 

  

Figure A 21. SEM micrographs of IND:SAC cocrystals formed using 1:2 (right) 

and 1:3 (left) DMSO:water ratios 
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Raman Spectroscopy of IND LLPS 

 

Figure A 22. Raman spectrum of IND OP-II showing how intensity at 673cm-1, 

702cm-1, 1582cm-1 and 1677cm-1 changes with time  

 

Figure A 23. MCR-ALS resolved and lack of fit curves vs time together with 

the Raman spectrum of IND OP-II 
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Figure A 24. Raman spectrum of IND OP-II with PCA data over time 

 

 

Figure A 25. Raman spectrum of IND OP-II showing how the signal to axis 

changes from 100.52cm-1 to 1997.98cm-1 with time 
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Figure A 26. Raman spectrum of IND OP-II taken at time point 0 (start) 

 

 

Figure A 27. Raman spectrum of IND OP-II taken at time point 8 

 

Figure A 28. Raman spectrum of IND OP-II taken at Day 1 
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DSC thermograms for EA:SAC cocrystal 
 

 

Figure A 29. DSC thermogram of EA:SAC cocrystal at a rate of 10°C/min using 

ethanol as the solvent 

 

Figure A 30. DSC thermogram of EA:SAC cocrystal at a rate of 10°C/min using 

methanol as the solvent 
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